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Grand jury hands down
28 criminal indictments
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Snow,rain makes driving hazardous;
one injury reported in county wreck
From Staff, AP Reports
Another in a wearying string of
major storms continued to
operate north of Kentucky, but the
state didn't escape unscathed.
About two inches of snow was
recorded in western Kentucky on
Wednesday and a combination of
light snow.and freezing rain made
driving hazardous in the
Louisville area, police said.
Louisville police agencies
reported a rash a fender-bender
automobile accidents, including
several multi-car mishaps. No
serious injuries were reported. One injuty was reported in
Calloway County. Virginia Schell,
9, suffered a broken arm and head
lacerations when the car in which

she was a passenger hit a slippery
spot on a bridge on U.S. 641 south
of Dexter and struck the guardrail, according to Deputy Sheriff
Larry Nixon. The accident occurred about6 p.m. Wednesday.
She was treated and released at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Driver of the car was Bette Lou
Baker, Nixon said.
Murray Police Chief Paul Jerry
Lee and Kentucky State Police Information Officer Richard Wright
reported no accidents from
A
Wednesday night.
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis
said road crews took precautionary measures Wednesday and
had six cinder trucks ready for

use. They were not sent out.
County road employees did not
receive any calls Wednesday
about hazardods road conditions.
State highway department
crews were out overnight to combat slick conditions on major
thoroughfares.
The National Weather Service
called for lingering (frizzle and
snow flurries to be replaced by
heavy fog in the eastern half of the
state early today. Temneratures
remained below freezing over
most of the state, witlureadings in
southeast Kentucky hovering near
the freezing mark.
Driving conditions were expected to be troublesome during
the early morning rush-hour.

The February Grand Jury of
Calloway County returned 28. indictments, four of which were
sealed, at 10 a.m. this morning.
"The grand jury met Feb. 1-3
considering various offenses,
mainly of a theft related nature,"
Michael D. Ward, commonwealth's attorney,said.
-Several of these cases wil be
tried the first week of March,"
Ward.added, "with perhaps some
others being set in May."
The grand jury looked into the
progress and status of the
preparation of the new courthouse
alines in the old U.S. Postoffice
building and made a separate
report on that matter.
"I believe the grand jury felt
that the best interests of all
Calloway Countians would be
served by Calloway County Fiscal
Court taking immediate action to
complete the annex facilities as
originally proposed," Ward said.
"... it appears the proposed
utilization of (the old post office)'
facility, for the court system and
the Circuit Clerk is being
reavaluated by the Fiscal Court,"
the grand jury said in its report.

"We question the feasibility of
altering the intended use of the
facility at this late date," the
report said.
"Apparently the basis of this reexamination and possible rescission stems from an apparent concern over increased capital and
operating costs," the grand jury
report said. "While the grand jury
applauds the efforts of the current
administration to reduce cost and
save the taxpayers money, it. is
the feeling of the grand juray that
basedon the amount of funds expended to date and the stage of
completion of the facility, the
most financially feasible route is
to complete the project as it was
originally planned."
Ward also released the following defendants and offenses indicted by the February Grand
Jury:
Valerie Prickett, one count theft
under $100, 11 counts theft over
$100.
Howard Littlejohn, three counts
theft by deception over $100.
Eric Tharpe, 11 counts forgery
in the second degree.
Carole Monte and Jeffrey

Dycus,one count theft over $100.
James Bogard, one count theft
by deception under $100, two
counts theft by deception over
$100.
Ellen Harris, six counts possession of controlled substance, two
counts trafficking controlled
substance.
Monte Ray Adams, one count
third degree burglary, one count
theft over $100.
Mark Hargrove, one count third
degree burglary, two counts theft
over $100.
Larry Fowler, one count theft
over $100, four counts second
degree burglary.
David Russell Hester, five.
counts second degree forgery.
Jeffrey Bradfod, carrying concealed weapon, two counts second
degree ciminal mischief, three
counts theft over $100.
Mike Wilson, Rhonda Wilson,
Joy Miller and Barry Tabers, one
count theft over $100.
Kenneth Green, one count theft
by deception over $100.
Dwain Musgrow, one count
possession of marijuana, three
(Continued On Page Two)

Representatives contin••ue stand
against dealers of marijuana
Senate, would make it a felony to
sell or manufacture eight ounces
or more of marijuana. Possesion
of that amount would be considered proof of intent to sell.
Earlier the House passed and
sent to the Senate a bill to provide
stiffer penalties for growing marijuana for sale.
The House amended Wednesday's bill to make it even tougher
than the measure that was
reported from the JudiciaryCriminal Committee, which applied the felony provisions to one
pound or more.
must be made available to assure
It would also make it a Class D
continued quality of programs at felony for the first conviction of a
thg regional schools. But he said person 18 or older for selling any
he is still supporting some kind of amount of marijuana to a person
a formula funding approach.
under 18, with subsequent convic"In essence, we're going to have tions being a Class C felony.
some kind of thission model," said
The amended version also proBrown.
vided stiffer penalties for selling
"We have to control the dollars under eight ounces, providing
of our higher education. Before, penalties of up toone year in jail
there's been a grab bag approach and a fine of up to $500. The
where every institution reached original bill would have kept the
into the budget and gets as much current misdemeanor penalties of
as they can, withoutfitly real plan- 90 days in jail and a $250 fine.
ning or any real direction."
Rep. Herman Rattliff, RThe governor's proposed 1982-84 Campbellsville, said the bill._ is
budget calls for $370.4 million for - aimed at drug dealers and not the
the eight universities in 198243 casual users qf marijuana.
and $400.8 million in 198344.
This will send a message to
The schools will also receive these criminals that they are no
about $20 million in additional longer welcome in the comrevenue from tuition increases monwealth," Rattliff said.
during the two years.
"It does not and is not aimed at
Brown said the plan he will causing problems for casual
recommend, including tuition, users," Rattliff said. "It is not
would give each university a 7 per- changing the law as it relates to a
cent to 8 percent increase each high school youngsters caught
year.
with his first joint."
Rep. Dottie Priddy, DLouisville, said the selling of
marijuana "no doubt has become
one of Kentucky's most serious
criminal problems."
Although the House State
The Murray-Calloway County Government Committee overPark Board will have its regular whemlingly approved a redistricmeeting at 6 p.m. Tuesday,Feb.9, ting bill Wednesday, one member
in the jury room of the Calloway of the House charged the plan was
County Courthouse, according to the result of discrimination and
Gary Hohtnan,director.
racism.
,l
Items on the agenda include
have no problem with the
finance report, South Douglas hard realities of politics," Rep.
HUD project and director's Aubrey Williams, D-Louisville,
report.
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP.) — The
state House of Representatives
continues to take a tough stand
against marijuana dealers,
although its member say they are
not out to get the casual user.
Wednesday the House voted 95-0
in favor of a bill to increase the
penalties for possession and sale
of marijuana.
The bill, -which now goes to the

Brown to propose university budget hike
From staff, AP reports
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. has indicated he plans to recommend
that Kentucky's state universities
receive at least a 3 percent budget
increase in each of the next two
fiscal years.

"That is another step in the
right direction but it certainly
does not represent,from our viewpoint a reasonable compromise,"
Dr. Constantine Curris, president
of Murrray State University said
of the plan.
Brown said he would announce
his funding plan Friday or no later
than early next week. He also said
he wanted to talk with members of
the council before announcing his
decision.
Under the council's "mission
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The governor said he planned to
ticket information.
meet Thursday night with
legislative leaders on the issue. He
said one of the points discussed at
the meeting would be a proposal to
put an additional $1.13 million in
UK and U of L's 1983-84 budgets.
Brown said sufficient funding
to
according
music,"
with
comedy
Schempp. Even though it is not
classified as a musical, there are
more than a dozen songs in the
script.
The play, set in the early sixties,
A Calloway County High School
deals with a young British soldier
was expelled Wednesday
student
who is taken captive by the Irish
being under the infor
allegedly
held
Republican Army and
alcohol
Friday, Jan. 29,
of
fluence
hostage in a Dublin brothel.
cimpus.
the
school
high
on
•, "The play is very funny, but at
the same time it is quite poigThe expulsion period, recomnant," Schetnpp said. "It was mended to the county school board
Written before the events in Italy by Superintendent Jack Rose, will
and Iran, but it is as timely as to- be for the remainder of the curday's headlines"Schempp added.
rent semester and' the fall
Rehearsals are now in progress. semester. The student Was
Schempp said that he thinks the suspended Friday.
audiences will like the liveliness of
According to regulations'
.this play. "From the opening
d by the school board,
establishe
is
there
song,
claing
the
to
dance
the student has until May 1 to subnever a dull moment," he said.

The rest of the new money
available for higher education
during the 1982-84 biennium would
be distributed to the campuses
under a controversial formula
drawn up by the state Council on
Higher Education.

Playhouse in the Pork show
to run tonight through Sunday
". . and they lived happily ever
after." But did they?
A-udienees- at the Playhinise in
the Park will find out when the
Murray-Calloway County Community Threatre presents "Happily Ever After?" tonight through
Feb. 7.
The play is actually a series of
improvisations based on the
favorite stories — some of them
original — selected by the actors
themselves. The program should
delight younger audiences
because the actors themselves are
children.
The Children's Company is a
special division of the Community
Theatre that combines education
and performance. The cast, ranging in age from 7 to 14, also
choreographed the dances and improvised the dialogue and situations.

'The Hostage'cast selected;
play to be presented at MSU
The cast has been selected for
the MSU Theatre's next production, The Hostage, by Brenday
Behan, which will be presented
Feb. 25-27 at the Robert E.
Johnson Theatre. Members of the
cast are, Bill Phillips, Sally A.
Buchanan, Andy Roake, Julia Ann
Noffsinger, Eugene Biby, Tracy
Hermann,Scott Dowd, Mary Beth
Price, Janie Johnson, Kris Brady,
Mike Perry, Stuart Bivin, Jim
Coffey, Angie Deaton, Debi Lynn
Yoak and Tracey Mickel.
The costumes will be designed
by Vickie Campbell Huff.
Choreographer for the production
is Kathy Charles. The scenery
design will be by lull Peeler and
James I. Schempp is the director.
- Hostage is "a lusty, rowdy
_d

Park board to meet
in courthouse

Board expels Calloway High student
School officials also notified the
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
of the incident. Deputy Sheriff
Larry Nixon said the case will be
turned over to the county juvenile
officer.
The school board scheduled
another special meeting at noon
Friday, Feb. 5, to discuss an
It a recommendation to lift the
unrelated student-alcohol case.
the
of
end
expulsion at the
student, who also attends
The
semester were approved, the stuHigh, has been suspendCalloway
attend
to
dent would be eligible
ed, Rose said.
said.
Rose
school,
summer
The regular month;y school
The student will not be able to
board meeting was rescheduled to
foe_
semester
this
credit
receive
5:30 p.m. Tuesday,Feb.8.
courses taken.

mit a written request for reconsideration to his case. The request
would be studied by a committee
consisting of Johnny Bohannon,
assistant superintendent; Jerry
Ainley, high school principal; and
Billy Nix,assistant principal.
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one of the three black members of
the House,said ina floor speech.
"What I object to is flagrant and
blatant discrimination, gerrymandering and racism,"
Williams said. "This is low down,
dirty, crooked, wicked, criminal,
racist gerrymandering. It is a
throwback to riding in the back of
the bus."
Williams was upset with the
makeup of his new district, in
which he lost four predominantly
black precincts and picked up a
large segment of white voters, including freshman Rep. Ben Handy,D-Louisville.
Handy's district was one of
three removed from Jefferson
County because of a decline in
population and placed elsewhere
in the state
House Majority Floor Leader
Jim LeMaster, D-Paris, noted
that all of the districts but two are
within the 5 percent leeway allowed by the courts. The only two that
are over are the one-county
districts of Graves and Laurel.
Williams was the center of
another controversy Wednesday
asthe Houseleadership_ was asked
for the second day in a row to investigate the Actions of as committee chairman.
Several members of the
Judiciary-Criminal Committee
were upset after Williams, who is
chairman of the.committee, refused to recognize a second to a motion to approve a bill creating a
guilty but mentally ill verdict.
"It was grossly unfair and totally inappropriate," Rep. Dolly
McNutt, D-Paducah, said oil the
floor of the House.

cold tonight
Mostly cloudy and cold today. Highs 25 to 30 degrees.
Cloudy and cold tonight. Lows
near 20. Snow likely to develop
late Friday. Highs near 30.
Saturday through Monday: A
good chance for snow Saturday
otherwise little or no precipitation. Lows from the teens to
around 20 and daytime highs 25
to 35 Saturday warming to
around 40 by Monday.

today's index
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Legislative
action at-a-glance

House panel approves redistricting
At
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
least two members of the House or
Representatives are unhappy lila
the redistricting plan for their
districts.
Rep. Joe Barrows, D-Versailles,
is unhappy because Jessamine
County has been split between two
districts.
But the objections of Rep.
Aubrey Williams, D-Louisville, go
much deeper and involve charges
of racism and discrimination.
"I have no problem with the
hard realities of politics,"
one•of the three black
members of the House, said in a
floor speech Wednesday.
"What I object to is flagrant and
blatant discrimination, gerrymandering and racism,"
Williams said. "This is low down,
dirty, crooked, wicked, criminal;
racist gerrymandering. It is a
throwback to riding in the back of

the bus."
Government Committee, said "I
Williams was upset with the wish we could have pleased
makeup of his new district in the everyone, but that was impossible
redistricting plan that was over- with the restraints we had to
whelmingly approved by the follow."
House State Government CommitO'Brien was talking about the
tee Wednesday.
U.S. Supreme Court's one-man,
Williams lost four predominant- one-vote ruling that requires the
ly black precincts and picked up a state's to redraw their legislative
large segment of white voters, in- districts every 10 years following
cluding freshman Rep. Ben Han- the census to make them as equal
dy,D-Louisville.
in population as possible.
Handy's district was one of
The inner-city Louisville
three removed from Jefferson
of all three black
districts
County because of a decline in
Williams, Carl Hines
legislators,—
population and placed elsewhere
artd Mae Street Kidd — lost
in the state.
population and were far under the
Williams charged that he and
district population of 36,608.
ideal
the other black representatives
Mrs. Kidd's district was comwere not consulted on the plan. He
said he did not object to picking up bined with Rep. Tom Riner.
The three new districts will be:
white constituients, but the way
the black precincts were removed parts of Perry, Owsley and Harlan
counties; parts of Hardin, Meade
made no geographical sense.
Rep. Mark O'Brien, D - and Bullitt counties; and Garrard
Louisville, chairman of the State County along with portions of

Madison and Jessamine counties.
The committee voted 19-1 to
send the bill to the floor with its
recommendation that it pass. The
only dissenting vote was by Barrows.
Rep. Frank Smith, DShepderdsville, who lost part of
his district to one of the new
districts, said "I think this plan
represents true legislative independence."
"I'm proud of what we did,"
said Rep. James Bruce, DHopkinsville, the dean of the
House delegation. The governor
use to do this."
House Majority Floor Leader
Jim LeMaster, D-Paris, noted
that all of the districts but two are
within the 5 percent leeway allowed by the courts. The only two that
are over are the one-county
districts of Graves and Laurel.
LeMaster hopes to bring the bill
up for a vote Friday.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Here are highlights of Wednesday's
session of the Kentucky General Assembly;
SENATE
-Over the objections of Agriculture Commissioner Alben Barkley.
II, the Senate State Government Committee voted 5-4 to send an
agricultural department reorganization bill to the Senate floor.
—In a report to Senate Appropriations and Revenue Committee,
state Budget Director Robert Warren said the state debt of about $2
billion will be reduced in the next few years, and added that the
treasury is capable of handling the state's financial obligations.
HOUSE
Approved 95-0 and sent to the Senate a bill that would make it a
felony to sell or manufacture over eight ounces of marijuana.
—The House State Government Committee voted 19-1 to send a
redistricting bill to the full House.
OTHER
—Legislation which would add two state workerr to the five
members of the state Personnel Board was introduced in both houses
of the General Assembly.

With holding tax changes
considered by Congress
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Two
proposals on withholding taxes
that would affect millions of
Americans are pending in Congress, but an influential
Republican on the House Ways
and Means Committee says one is
"not going anywhere" and the
other one shouldn't.
Rep. Barber Conable said
Wednesday that President
Reagan's plan to have savings institutions and corporations
withhold taxes on interest and
dividends will not be approved by
Congress.
Reagan is proposing that 5 per-

Personnel board expansion proposed
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Legislation which would add two
state workers to the five members
of the state Personnel Board has
been introduced in both the House
and Senate with a number of sponsors.
They said it is prompted by
haphazard and unfair layoffs during the past two years and is not
aimed at either the administration
of Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. or the
personnel board.
Several sponsors, appearing at
a news conference Wednesday,
said the measure also mandates
speedier appeals for laid-off state
workers.
-Incredibly, the personnel
board is still hearing cases from
one year ago," said Rep. C.M.
-Frankfort,
"Hank" Hancock, D-

the prime sponsor.
The controversial layoff situation has been the subject of hearings months ago by a legislative
subcommittee, which was critical
of certain aspects.
Rep. Mark Farrow, D Versailles, one of the members,
said that not until a few months
ago did the state come forth with a
comprehensive plan for releasing
workers in times of economic
recession.
An estimated 1,650 employees
lost their jobs during the past two
years, although hundreds later
were rehired by other state agen'
cies.
Hancock said it would cost the
state additional money to implement provisions of the proposed
bill, but not as much as it will if
layoffs of doubtful legality are
challenged.

The bill, in expanding the state
Personnel Board, provides for
election of the two state employee
members by fellow workers.
The governor would continue to
appoint five members and the personnel commissioner, but the
measure would give the board
veto power over the commissioner
selection.
If annual layoffs exceeded 15
percent, the personnel board
would have to file detailed
periodic reports telling how the
operation was proceeding.
Hancock said the measure
would force the personnel board to
hear an employee's appeal within
60 days and make a final determination within 90 days after the
termination.
It would make all layoffs depend
on seniority, and also would allow
workers not under the merit
system to.appealloss of a job.

He said the bill would provide
the necessary additional staff help
for the board to get its appeals
task done quickly.
Hancock said he had no
estimate on the claimed savings
from the layoffs, prompted
because of the economic recession, nor on how much they are
costing the state because of reversals and administrative expenses.
Sen. Jack Trevey, R-Lexington,
said the bill is not "retaliating
against the present personnel
board — we feel it gives the board
the necessary) tools."
"The strength of this bill is in
the intent to involve state workers
themselves and (substitute) a
systematic way of doing things,"
said Sen. Ed Ford, D-Cynthiana.
And Hancock said "nothing in
this measure prohibits proper
layoffs in the future-.1-'

Report shows state
debt is being reduced

legislators have final approval, or
senators opposed the move.
In recommending that the com- disapproval, rights over such
mittee report the _ bill, Sen. Joe _changes.
If the 1982 session endorses
Prather, D-Vine Grove, said the
issue -probably could best be Brown's reorganization, the
discussed on the floor of the changes resulting from it would
become part of state law.
Senate."
In making his case against the
Under Brown's executive order,
major marketing and promotional reorganization, Brown said it has
led to confusion among farmers
functions were transferred from
and national agricultural
the Agriculture Department to a
organizations about which agency
new Kentucky Council on
is in charge of farm-related matAgriculture.
Both the department and the
ters in state government.
"Agriculture is the largest Kencouncil were placed in a newly
tucky industry, yet responsibility
formed Energy and Agriculture
for agriculture has been divided
Cabinet.
and spread throughout state
Barkley took Brown to court
government in Kentucky,"
over the changes and has won
every round to date, his lawyers
Barkley said.
arguing that Brown exceeded his - The department and Kentucky
Council on Agriculture duplicate
authority in the reorganization.
programs at greater expense to
Under state law, a governor
may change the structure of state
the state, he added.
"The council on agriculture as it
agencies in the absence of the
exists through the magic of
General Assembly. But thr

( Brown's executive order) contains the very same people doing
the very same job they were doing
in the Department of Agriculture.
It now costs more to perform
these functions.
-In effect, there are now two
departments of agriculture. These
departments even compete for the
attention of the farm community,
a sort of competition that is
counterproductive."
Senators voting to report the bill
were Prather, O'Daniel, Woodrow
Stamper, D-West Liberty, Eugene
Stuart, R-Prospect, and Jack
Trevey, R-Lexington.
Those opposed were Helen Garrett, D-Paducah, Charles Berger,
D-Harlan, John "Eck" Rose, DWinchester, and Pat McCuiston,
D-Pembroke.
McCuiston said later, however,
that he probably would vote in
support of the bill on the Senate
floor.

Sentencing, parole changes considered
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
state prison official says that a
change in Kentucky's prison
system to fixed sentences would
not necessarily overcrowd prisons
as critics contend.
Rick Crawford, a deputy
secretary in the Department of
Corrections, said such a plan is
under serious consideration, but is
only at the drafting stage.
He said that Secretary George
Wilson is waiting "for a piece of
legislation before he reacts either
way."
That legislation, he said, could
come from an individual
lawmaker or the Corrections
Department.
A proposal for determinate
sentencing was advanced -years
ago by „then-Attorney Robert

Stephens, but was not passed dur- and must by law serve a minimum
term.
ing the 1978 session,
"I would not be in favor of the
Crawford said he has been
plan without a provideterminate
two
for
proposal
a
working on
months, with the help of aides who sion for good time served,"
Crawford said.
are gathering statistical data.
He said that contrary to wide
"People have said that determinate sentencing automatically belief, "I've found a lot of liberals
creates a prison population pro— as well as conservatives favoring
blem, but that's not true,", the plan" because of its fairness
Crawford said. "It is true only if and consideration for inmates.
"The worst concern of some inthe legislature wants to increase
is not knowing when they're
mates
_
terms.
of
length
the
Crawford indicated he is aiming going to get out," Crawford said.
at obtaining the average length of "This way, the inmate would
sentence by prisoners per type of know, the administration would
crime and setting that figure as know and no guesswork would be
involved."
the term to be served.
What must be done is to "put a
He said that determinate_
sentencing already is prevalent in proposed statute together and
certain cases, such as when a per- then see what happens,"Crawford
sistent felon is convicted again said. "It's a philosophical issue
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reduction was the 1981 turnpike
refunding bond issue.
Under that arrangemeal, the
state through a method known as
defeasance paid off about $1
billion in debt with only $600
million.
The essence is that the state's
The new bond proceeds were usdebt actually is decreasing and
ed to buy U.S. government
the treasury is more than adesecurities at higher yields than the
quate to cope with all obligations.
debt service cost on the bonds.
State Budget Director Robert
Warren cited an authoritative
Warren said Wednesday that the
financial publication which said
state's debt, now calculated at
the older or defeased bonds should
nearly $2 billion, is being reduced
not be included as part of the
in the next few years.
state's current debt.
In terms of current dollars, he
He estimated that this year the
said, the debt has more than
state will owe $1,951,129,000, not
doubled since 1967.
counting the interest to be paid
However, the budget director
This includes both general
added in a report to the Senate Ap- obligation bonds backed by the
propriations and Revenue Com- state and revenue bonds which
mittee that things are not nearly theoretically are paid off by prothat bad. Part of that report said:
fits from the facility built.
"In terms of constant dollar
This total would be an 8.6 pervalue when adjusted for infla- cent decrease from 1981's debt.
tion), the state's principal debt
When calculated on constant
outstanding has actually decreas- dollars — value of a dollar in 1967
ed by more than 50 percent since
— the debt this year would be $665
1971.
million for a 15.4 percent decrease
..It is noteworthy that for from 1981.
Warren said those debts are not
fiscal years 1981 through 1984, the
debt of the commonwealth.
the
in's
principal
commonwealth
debtedness will have been reduc- They are guaranteed by various
ed, not only in constant dollars, federal agencies and do not require the state's income for debt
but in current dollars as well."
service.
the
in
factor
one
said
Warren

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —In
the face of expressed legislative
concern about the growing state
debt, the administration has •
issued what appears tt. be a
reassuring report.

Ag reorganization measure reported
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP —
Agriculture Commissioner Alben
Barkley II can be expected to continue his fight on the Senate floor
after committee action in support
of Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.'s
reorganization of the state
Agriculture Department.
Barkley fell one vote short
Wednesday in his effort to convince the Senate State Government Committee to delay action
on the matter, telling the
members that the Supreme Court
is expected to rule soon on his
legal challenge to the reorganization.
"It is early in the legislative session; there is no need to rush
through legislation that impacts
directly upon the largest industry
in the state," Barkley said.
But five committee members
apparently saw no need to delay,
voting to send the reorganization
bill to the Senate floor. Four

cent of an individual's interest and
dividend income be withheld as a
way of deterring tax cheaters.
The chairman and vice chairman of the congressional Joint
Economic Committee — Rep.
Henry P. Reuss, D-Wis., and Sen.
Roger Jepsen, R-Iowa — introduced legislation Wednesday to have
the change reflected immediately
in the withholding rates.
On another economic matter,
Sen. Nancy Landon Kassebaum
told the Joint Economic Committee that the faltering American
economy is taking its heaviest toll
on women.

that needs to be addressed by the
legislature."
He said the "great criticism" of
the state's prison system is that
the inmates don't serve enough
time.
Crawford said perhaps it is best
to let the General Assembly
decide what time is_esough, and
that if an increase is sought, the
legislators should provide money
to handle any inmate overflow.

Pinkston takes
McCracken post

Grand jury. • •

(Continued from Page One)

counts theft over $100.
David Mathis, one count receiving stolen property over $100.
Charles Spain, one count theft
by deception over $100.
Joel Herndon, one count theft
over $100.
Edgar Shaw, six counts theft by
deception under $100, three counts
theft by deception over $100.
John Hudson, one count third
.degree burglary, one count theft
over $100.

Gary Burnett and Danny Champion, one count third degree
burglary, one count theft over
$100.
Will Taylor, five counts theft by
deception over $100.

•

Timothy Dix and Danny Morris,
one count receiving stolen property.
Connie Kimbro and Janell
Tabers, one count theft under
$100, one count theft over $100.

Block introduces plan to free
taxpayer from tobacco supports

William E. (Bill) Pinkston, 28,a
former Murray attorney and
Credit Corp.
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Conassistant commonwealth attorney
When the tobacco, which is colfor Marshall and Calloway coun- gress has been sent a plan by
lateral for the loans, is eventually
Alec_tassc.cepted the position of Agriculture Secretary John R.
final settlement is made. If
- Id, a
assistant commonwealth attorney Block aimed at removing all tax—"the
sales price exceeds the loan
payer costs of operating the
for McCracken County.
plus interest and a "collateral
tobacco price supgovernment's
Pinkston, a graduate of Univerfee" collected by CCC, the excess
sity of Kentucky and University of port program.
is returned to the associations for
The plan, announced WednesKentucky Law School, was named
distribution to their farmer
to this position by Mark Bryant, day, would require legislation
members.
commonwealth attorney for Mc- authorizing the Agriculture
If proceeds from the sale of
Department to charge growers
Cracken County.
in a crop year pool are
tobacco
With his office located in the Mc- fees to offset losses to the governthe loans and interest,
than
less
ment under the price support proCracken County Courthouse in
CCC writes off the balance.
Paducah, Pinkston duties will be gram.
Legislation also would .be reprosecuting felony crimes in McCracken Circuit Court, conducting quired to give the department
The Murray Ledger & Times
cirpre-trial hearings and presenting authority, under certain
1USPS 306-7001
cumstances, to adjust price supThe Murray Ledger & Times is published
evidence to grand juries.
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4,
Pinkston reports accepting this port levels for various kinds of
Christmas Day, New Years Day and
not
tobacco. The current law does
Thanksgiving Day by 611,:, ray Newspapers
position because of his interest in
Inc , 106 N 4th, Murray. Ky. 42071 Second
allow such flexibility.
prosecution.
Class Postage Paid at Murray. Ky 42071
is
program
support
price
involved
The
"I enjoy the the work
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served
by carriers. $3 50 per month, payable in adin this prosecution area of law, handled through tobacco producer
vance By mail in Calloway County and to
however I feel a great deal of associations. When a farmer canBenton. Hardin. Mayfield, Sedalia and Far
at
for
mington, Ky and Parts. Buchanan and
not sell his crop at auctions
regret leaving my friends and
Puryear. To . $24 50 per year By mail to
least the support price, he is proassociates, particularly Ron
other destinations $39 50 per year
vided an advance from the
To reach all departments of the newspaper
Christopher, in Murray."
phone 753-i916
Pinkston is the son of William L. association which then arranges
Pinkston and Lee Pinkston of for the price support loans from
the department's Commodity
Murray.
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Circumstances hurt
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This is the year the nation will come face to face
with its Social Security problems. Whether it solves
them or delays them further may depend on how
seriously it takes two November circumstances.
One is the general election. The other is the
'possibility that by then the Social Security trust
fund may be technically bankrupt.
Ultimately a solution to the Social Security dilemma will depend on how soon the debate turns from
politically inspired rhetoric to a serious discussion
of harsh facts.
The epitome of such rhetoric comes from Claude
Pepper, the Florida Democrat who is the eldest
member of Congress and who as chairman of the
House Select Committee ou Aging has accused the
administration of turning its back on millions of
Americans dependent on Social Security.
We don't buy that. As the oldest president in
decades, Ronald Reagan has shown himself to be
acutely aware of the need and concerns of people of
retirement age. But he is also acutely aware of the
problems of Social Security.
For years congressmen like Pepper have simply
promised more future benefits that it is possible to
provide. Now there will be no easy choices and no
chance of continuing as usual. Pepper is certainly a
spirited and humane man, but not one willing to
face the demographics of the crisis, with a young
man's heart.
An average retiree of Pepper's generation
receives six times more money from Social Security than he has contributed plus interest. To
members of younger generations whose Social
Security deductions go up yet again this month, it
does not make sense to say that current retirees
"earned"such generous benefits.
Indeed the average worker in the 25 to 34 year age
bracket, even after adjustment for inflation, will
have paid an average tax 10 times higher than current :retirees' but will get benefits only one half as
great.
A new study by the Heritage Foundation takes a
look at some of these harder questions. That study
may be but one of many on the thorny question of
Social Security. But in 1982 it is important that such
factual presentations be as thoroughly aired as
possible. The best hope may remain the 15-member
bipartisan presidential commission, which may
report in November but probably not until after the
erection.'
(Reprinted by permission of The Indianapolis
Star)

Ten years ago
'Wayne Williams had been presented an honor
award by Calloway County Soil Conservation
District and Charles Blalock a plaque by Goodyear
Tire and Rubber Co. at annual awards banquet of
Conservation District.
Calloway County Sheriff Clyde Steele had
reported four persons had been charged with throwing firecrackers the night of Feb. 3.
Twenty years ago
Ann Dunn, student at Murray High School, had
been named as Good Citizen of Calloway County in
an essay contest by Captain Wendell Oury Chapter
of Daughters of American Revolution. Other entries
were by Mary Ann Crawford, Murray College High
School, and Frances Armstrong, Calloway County
High School.
R. L. Cooper, president of Calloway Coupty Heart
Society, said Feb. 6 had been designated as annual
heart day in Calloway County.
Thirty years ago
The Ledger & Times had received a certificate of
appreciation for assistance in 1952 March of Dimes
fund drive from Robert O. Miller, drive chairman.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Bondurant had attended
Farm and Home Week in Lexington and also visited
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Mitchell at Nicholasville.

thoughts in season

-

By Ken Wolf
Most social and political reformers are concerned
(or at least say they are concerned) about the little guy". As a Christian, Thomas Merton tended to
refer to all men as "little," or to use a more precise
biblical term,"meek." In the introduction to a collection of essays entitled Faith and Violence (1968)
dealing with issues such as the Vietnam War an
racism and violence in the streets of American,'
Merton wrote:
This book is concerned with the defense of the
dignity and rights of man against the encroachments and brutality of massive power
structures which threaten either to enslave
him or to destroy him, while exploiting him in
their conflicts with one another.
Strong words, almost "unmonastic",and certainly angry. But then, faced with injustice, Christ too
became angry.
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These dogs had some Christmas dinner!
20 pounds of delicious smoked turkey!
I doubt if there are any dogs in
Murray or Calloway County,for that
matter, who enjoyed a Christmas
dinner as much as did Buddy and
Mary Frank Valentine's three pets —
Domonic, Charles Fluff and Zeus
along with Beauregard, their
neighborhood friend from up the
street.
The big feast took place this past
Christmas Eve.
Buddy and Mary Frank had planned a Christmas Eve dinner party.
Twenty-two of their friends were invited. They were to begin showing up
about5 p.m.
The entrees were to be country
ham and smoked turkey, and they
had ordered a big, 20-pound bird, appropriately spiced, smoked and
prepared, from Kenneth Owens' deli
counter. It was to be picked up at 3:30
p.m.
Promptly at that time — a mere
hour and a half before their guests
were to arrive — Buddy went to
Owens' and picked up both the ham
and the smoked turkey along with an
armload of other goodies for the dinner and the evening.
Now, golden-brown smoked turkey

has a strong, delicious, mouthwatering aroma,and as Buddy drove
up to their home on Greenbrian Drive
and got out of his car, no guests had
yet arrived, but Domonic, Charles
Fluff, Zeus and Beauregard were
waiting to greet him,their noses sniffing the air and their long, pink
tongues flicking across their choppers. My! That bag of goodies smelled good!
As he was going up the steps into
the elevated house, Buddy's feet and
legs became somewhat entangled in
the leaping mass of dogs, and the
first thing he knew the turkey, riding
precariously high atop the overloaded bag of groceries, toppled off and
bumped its way back down the steps,
coming to an aromatic rest at the feet
of the dogs.
•••
As quick as a flash, they pounced
upon it, paying no mind whatsoever
to the paper in which it was wrapped
as they tore into the delicious
Christmas delicacy with a chorus of
delighted yelps, barks and growls.
"Boy!" Domonic seemed to yelp.
"They haven't made a can of Alpo, a
box of Special Cuts or a bag of Dog
Chow that will get even close to

this!"
Charles Fluff, Zeus and
Beauregard — their jaws stuffed
with drumsticks and white meat —
could only nod agreement.
- Within minutes, of the 20-pound
smoked turkey that was to have graced Buddy and Mary Frank's
Christmas table little more remained
than a grease spot on their driveway.
wasn't about to try to retrieve
that thing," Buddy laughed, telling
the story. "I never saw as many big
teeth and heard such goings-on in my
life. I wasn't about to stick my hand
in there."
•••
All was not lost, however. There
was still an hour before the guests
were to begin arriving, so off raced
Buddy back to Owens' only to
discover a long line of people at the
deli counter.
They were waiting, just as he had
been earlier, to pick up last-minute
Christmas dinner orders.
"I didn't even slow down," he said.
just went straight on back into the
meat cutting room and poured out
my sad story. I simply had to have
another turkey — smoked, cooked,

Walter L. Apperson
Publisher
R.Gene McCutcheon
Editor
The Murray Ledger & Times is a member of
Associated Press, Kentucky Press Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled
to news originated by The Murray Ledger &
Tunes end other AP News.
•

baked,fried or what-have-you — and
PDQ!
-'No such luck,' I was told. All the
prepared turkeys were either gone or
waiting to be picked up. But I happened to spot one off to one side and
just went over and confiscated it. I
simply had to have it, and they consented to let me. Within minutes,
they had it sliced, packaged and I
was on the way home.
When Buddy and Mary Frank's
guests arrived, all was calm and in
order. The dogs, too full to move,
were lying quietly licking their
chops. Some time later, the dinner
was served just as planned and as if
nothing unusual had taken place,
-By that time, though," Buddy
chuckled, most of them didn't know
whether they were eating ham or
turkey, much less smoked turkey."
But Domonic, Charles Fluff, Zeus
and Beauregard did! They had never
tasted anything like that in theirlives
— and probably never will again,
especially 20 pounds of it at one time!
Next Christmas, Mary Frank says
she will go after the smoked turkey.
Buddy is going to stay home and hold
the dogs.

Evangelist goes
long distances
to share faith

looking back
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letters to the editor

Americans too dependent on Uncle Sam
Dear Editor:
f recall days during my childhood
when there were no free lunch programs at school.
Large families received no
assistance from the government to
supply their children with a hot
breakfast or free lunch. We paid for
our lunches and before hot lunches
were provided, I carried a sack
lunch. Many children had cold
biscuits, fried side bacon — home
made fried pies etc. and water to
drink. I believe many students
receiving free lunches spend more
money for cakes and ice cream than
their lunch cost.
During my childhood there were no
food stamps, housing projects, birth
control clinics, etc. and everyone survived.
I believe the housing projects

should be used for the elderly or
disabled not a housing profit for all
these unwed mothers where many
are using these homes for building
places to have more children for the
government to feed and care for.
The food stamp program was
meant to provide food for the needy. I
get angry when I go in a store and see
a cart full of luxury groceries being
paid fOr with food stamps by an unwed mother with two or three children
born out of wedlock.
My parents taught my brother and
I to work for the things in this world
and never stand with a hand out for
something for nothing.
If the father of these children born
out of wedlock were made to support
their children the government would
certainly save a bundle.
In my opinion food stamps should

be used to buy necessities not luxury
items,and housing projects should be
for the 'elderly or disabled persons.
Money given on welfare each month
should be screened very carefully to
see that it is used for the purpose that
it was intended. I'm against these
birth control clinics for unwed girls.
Many parents do not know their
daughters our receiving this government aid.
I'm sure some needy persons will
be hurt by some programs being cut,
but I recall the days when there were
very few free services and we survived. If more children would help their
parents and more churches would
help the needy — there would be less
dependence on Uncle Sam.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP — The
customs are strange and Oneal Carman doesn't speak the language, but
neither factor is a deterrent for a
man with a message.
He's making a 6,000 mile tour of the
- Aretie Circle, holding -afternoort_and
evening services at each village.
"I think that I'm one of the few
American evangelists to come up
here," said Carman after he reached
Cambridge Bay on Victoria Island.
It was 40 below zero outside the
small building where he was chatting
by telephone with a reporter in the
states.
'!When I stepped off the plane,I felt
like I had been transported to
another planet. I guess I'll get accustomed to the cold but it's nothing
like I've ever experienced on the
farm in Elizabethtown."
He and an assistant had spent months preparing the logistics of the trip
that would take Carman from Kentucky to a land that the sun often
forgets.
The 48-year-old evangelist said he
wanted to visit the bleak, remote
islands because "I believe in sharing
my faith with everyone, no matter
-how great the distance."
There was another reason.
-Alcoholism is prevalent among the
Eskimos, a social and spiritual problem. Hopefully, by teaching the
gospel, I can do a little something to
help these people."
He travels with an interpreter and
a Canadian missionary and is living
off the land. "I've eaten the raw fish
and caribou. They're different."
He also has discovered that dog
sleds are being replaced by
snowmobiles. "Everything else
seems to be the way I had imagined
it."
Carman's ministry began less than
a decade ago after he had ventured
into other fields.
He's -tuned pianos, raised cattle
and written books. He majored in
history and government at three
universities — Kentucky, Indiana
and Missouri — and served as an
assistant to Joe Prather, president
pro-tern of the Senate.
Carman became a full-time traveling evangelist in 1977, with an agenda
that included visits to Europe, the
Middle East and Haiti.
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Sincerely,
Vannette Bullard

NetikAt- •A.:

Writer urges senate defeat of legislation
Dear Sir:
Extent* of the board of regents of
any school of higher education has
been considered an extention of the
democratic process. A case can be
made that it may often become the
opposite.
A good case can be made that it is
not the proper function of a faculty
member to be a regent. Likewise,
such a case can be made that it is not
a proper function of a member of the
student body to be a regent. Now,the
same case can be made against the
staff member being added, as in the
!
.
House bill offered by Mr. Curd, pass

ed by the House.
There is always the potential that a
president of such an institution will
be whipsawed between two groups of
students, between two groups of
faculty members, and now two
groups of the staff, as well as the two
possible groups of the regents at
large.
A proper concept of a board of
regents would suggest that they
represent the taxpayers and the
citizens, at large. The super-modern
concept that democracy is extended
by some sort of rmathematical
distribution does not necessarily hold

true.
I might be better that Mr. Higdon
and the Senate reverse the action of
Mr. Curd and the House of Representatives. It difficult to imagine having a president of a university serve
to retirement, then live in honor
among the people he has served, as
often did happen in the past. We have
become a combative, adversary
society. The splintering of the
regents would Seem to"be one more
facet of this questionable syndrome.
Very sincerely yours,
" Lindell Bagley •
•
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datebook
Council to meet Wednesday

Reader partial to'full text ofpoem
used in eulogy for young neighbor

at First United Methodist Church.
Cubs are asked to use the back entrance of the
church and to take their food immediately
downstairs to the fellowship hall. A program is
planned and all Cubs are enroura,ged to attend, a
spokesman said.

Interagency Council of Murray and Calloway
County will meet Wednesday, Feb. 10, at 3 p.m. in
meeting room of Calloway Public Library. Peggy
Williams, teacher of adult activities' class at
Murray-Calloway County Comprehensive Care
Center.
Gale Cornelison, coordinator, urges any agency
or person involved in helping people in community
to be represented at the Wednesday meeting.

Pleasant Grove club meets
Delpha Taylor was hostess at' her home for
January meeting of South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club. Lessons were given by Sherrie
Paschall on "Once Upon A Diet" and by Taylor on
"Update Consumer and Banking Laws. Landscape
notes on "Winter Care of Landscape Plants" were
by Donna Jackson. Justine Story gave devotion on
"Take Joy" with scripture from Psalms 139:7-12.
Refreshments were served. Also present were
Clovis Jones, Ellen Orr, Estelle Gooch, Carolyn
Parks, Juts Hutson, Clara Jean Paschall and Freda
Humphreys, members, and Dustin Parks, visitor.
The club will meet Feb. 10 at Hutson home.

Need Line meets Monday

Board of Directors of Murray-Calloway County
Need Line Association will meet Monday,Feb. 8, at
12 noon at Pagliai's Restaurant.
Betty Boston, president, urges all members to attend as special items will be discussed.

t
Pock 57banquet tonigh
57 for Cub Scouts

Blue and Gold banquet for Pack
and families will begin Thursday, Feb. 4, at 6 p.m.

HEALTH
Why would liver enlarge?
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
can be
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am and poor diets. It
a
65 years of age and recently infiltrated with amyloid,
be
developed an enlarged liver. starchy material It can
blood
I am a non-smoker and was dilated from too much
up
a very moderate drinker in it like a sponge soaks
until learning of this condi- blood. This happens in some
can
tion — perhaps one or two forms of -heart failure. It of
social drinks per month for be enlarged from a tumorcirn,
the past 25 years. Prior to the liver, inflammatio
liver
the
of
(starring)
rhosis
the
touched
hardly
I
40
age
of
storage
excess
an
even
or
stuff.
iron. Clearly what should be
My doctor wanted to done about it, if anything,
blame the condition on depends upon what is causexcess drinking and tells me ing it. A lot of people have a
there is nothing that can be slight enlargement of the
done except to discontinue liver which is of no consethe use of alcohol. Well, I quence and there is nothing
know people who spill more to do about it.
in a week than I drank in a
Cirrhosis of the liver can
year. Can you tell me what
other things cause the liver occur in people who do not
to enlarge and what can be drink alcohol. It can follow
done about it? It appears to liver damage from other
have enlarged more since toxins, from a virus infection (hepatitis) and nutritionleaving the hospital.
problems.
al
The
—
READER
DE/ill
If your liver is really still
list of things that can cause
your liver to enlarge is enlarging it is important for
to see your doctor again.
rather long. It can simply be
can 4o a _biopsy and see
infiltrated with-fat. Thiscaw be a complication of alcohol exactly what is wrong with
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tobacco that is drawn into
the mouth has an adverse
effect on the teeth and gums.

your liver Unless there is a
definite diagnosis made
there is not much one can or
should do simply for an
enlarged liver. Of course you
are wise to avoid alcohol at
all as it is toxic to the liver.
even if you eat well You
should stay on a balanced
diet.
I am sending you. The
Health Letter number 7-8,
Living With Your Liver.
which reviews the causes of
liver problems. Others who
want this issue can send 75
cents with a long, stamped.
self-addressed envelope for
it to me. in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551. Radio
City Station, New York. NY
10019,
DEAR DR. LAMB —
Please say something concerning the dangers of pipe
smoking. My husband thinks
he is perfect and he smokes
constantly.
DEAR READER — Pipe
smoking is not a virtue. It
can and does cause cancer of
the lip and mouth. The
r.

4

- The only advantage of
pipe smoking is that the pipe
smoker usually does not
inhale. However, if a person
was a cigarette smoker and
switches to a pipe he may
inhale the pipe smoke..The
pipe tobacco smoke actually
contains more nicotine and
tar than cigarette smoke.
The -change from cigarettes
to a pipe in that case is not
helpful.
The problem of second
hand smoke is worse with a
pipe or cigars than with
cigarettes. We already know
that sitting near someone
who smokes cigarettes or in
a -closed room with smokers
has the same effect on a
nonsmoker as if he were a
light smoker. So the effect of
pipes and cigars is even
worse on the nonsmoker.
Tell your husband that he
would be even more perfect
if he would give up his pipe.

•••

DEAR ABBY: Should a
mother tell her daughter
she is loud, and if so,
how?
My daughter is truly a
lovely person, and I am
so proud of her for many
reasons, but when she is
in a group of people she
tends to get loud and strident; she talks constantly

assisting financially, going as small mission
groups and lending
prayer support.
The group voted to give
prayer support and to
assist in other ways as opportunities arose in coming months, said Connie
White,WMU director.
The Blood River WMU
had received an achievement recognition award
for Distinugished for the
past year. This is the
highest award given in
WMU work, White said.
She thanked the women

Don Davidson of Ohio
was guest speaker at
quarterly meeting of
Blood Baptist Association
WMU on Monday, Jan.
25, at Calvert City Baptist
Church.
Davidson is associate
director of missions state
convention of Baptists- in
Ohio. He shared ideas
about how local Baptists
could help start places of
worship in Ohio where
they are not available.
Kentucky Baptists
have voted to link up with
other Ohio Baptists in
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and laughs raucously.
These are not easy things
to say to one's daughter.
However, she's 35 years
.old, and I'm sure these
are qualities that cause
men to shy away from
her. She is a beautiful
girl, kind, happy and intelligent.
Can you suggest a way
to handle this?
STYMIED MOM
DEAR MOM: Be as
gentle and diplomatic as
possible. First let your
daughter know that you
thini she is "truly lovely,
beautiful, kind and intelligent." Then suggest
that at times her enthusiasm causes her to
come on a little too
strong, so if she could try
to tone down a few
decibels, she would be
even more attractive.
• •
DEAR ABBY: When
signing cards, letters, invitations, etc., whose
name appears first, my
husband's or mine? We
have been arguing about
this for some time.
Also, where can I buy a
breast pump?

By Abigail Van Buren
RUTHIE IN ERIE
DEAR RUTHIE: If you
write the card, letter, invitation, etc., your name
appears first. If your husband does the writing, his
name appearsfirst.
You can purchase a
breast pump at your local
drugstore....
Do you hate to write letters because you don't
know what to say?
Thank-you notes, sympathy letters, congratulations, how to decline and
accept invitations and
how to write an interesting letter are included in Abby's booklet,
"How to Write Letters for
All Occasions." Send $2
and a long, stamped (37
cents), self-addressed
envelope to: Abby,Letter
Booklet, P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood,Calif.90038.

Davidson speak
Blood River WMU hears Don
Associational WMU ofwork during the

4.44,
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white cloud just where
the sea and sky come
down to mingle with each
other. Then someone at
my side says,'There she
goes!'
"Gone where? Gone
from my sight. .. that is
all. She is just as large in
mast and Mill and spar as
she was when she left my
side and just as able to
bear her load of living
freight to the place of
destination. Her
diminished size is in me,
not in her. And just at the
moment when someone
at my side says, 'There
she goes!' there are other
eyes watching her coming and other voices
ready to take up the glad
shout,'There she comes!'

DEAR ABBY: Recently I had the sad task of
correctly identifying a
beautiful passage for inclusion in the eulogy for a
young neighbor who died
suddenly. I was,
therefore, submitted by a
Michigan reader and run
in your column.
Your applied title of
"Perspective" was good,
but not as apt as the real
one, "A Parable of Immortality." Further, the
author's name is not
Henry Scott Holland, but
Henry Van Dyke, a
famous American
preacher, poet and
philosopher — and the
full text, while still brief,
deserves to be printed. I
enclose a copy for your
use.
WILLIAM D. SANTORO,M.D.
"I am standing upon
the seashore. A ship at
my side spreads her
white sails to the morning
breeze and starts for the
blue ocean. She is an object of beauty and
strength and I stand and
watch until at last she
hangs like a speck of

2,11_,;„

for the
past year in achievement
of this honor.
Reports were given by
Estelle Gray, home mission emphasis; Louise
Swann, Jonathan Creek
Baptist Assembly; and
Gracie Erwin, international students.
The WMU voted to give
$50 on the debt retirement
of a new swimming pool
at Jonathan Creek.
A bus has been
chartered for Kenfucky
WMU convention at Harrodsburg April 22-24. Any
person desiring more information may call White
at 753-5750.

FBLA Chapter meets

Still In Progress
On All
Winter Merchandise

1 2, Price& Below
/
Bel Air Center
Mon.-Sot. 9-6 753-0550 murro

4Oto60%OFF

ficers for 1982 include:
White, director; Larue
Sledd, assistant director;
Sara Bagwell, Baptist
Women; Martha Littrell,
Baptist Young Women;
Debbie Bell, Acteens;
Linda Lester, Girls in Action; Beverly DeVries,
Mission Friends,
Louise Swann, camp
chairman; Estelle Gray,
prayer chairman; June
Crider, secretarytreasurer; Gracie Erwin,
Nancy Culp, Hilda
Osborne and Ola Mae
Roberts, international
student chairman and
committee.

Phil Orr

Aomens - New Shoes - Mens
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i#441
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Phil Orr presented a
dramatic interpretation
at a meeting of Calloway
County High School
Chapter of Future
Business Leaders of
America. The meeting
was in the school
cafeteria.
Carla Barnett, president, presided. Paul
Manis, secretary, announced each member
who had participated in
candy selling project.
Reports were given by
Danetta Morris,
treasurer, and Monika
West, parliamentarian.
The chapter voted on a
service project for nursing homes and for needy
Innes.
Refreshments were
served.
7:00,9:051:00 Sal,Sun.
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Howard-McCage wedding planned

MURRAY MIDDLE School Sixth Grade students
participate in a game booth where prizes were won.
KEITH THORN and Fred Maufoud offered
janitorial service as their project at Murray Middle
School.

Class has project

GINA PENNINGTON,Leslie Loberger and Dawn
Armstrong make crafts for their business in project
at Murray Middle School.

Students in Pete
Morgan's sixth grade
class at Murray Middle
School have conducted a
study of real life situations pertaining to their
current environment.
The theme was "It's A
Living." Students were
paid with play money for
coming to school and for
services offered to the
class. They were given
total responsibility of
their money and were required to make budget
decisions as to how they
could most wisely spend
their money.
Each week desk rent
and electric bills were
paid along with any other
privileges brought with
their play money.
A weekly special was

DANA ANDERSON places final touches on her
business booth in "It's A Living" project at Murray
Middle School. Also in her work were Janet Whaley
and Naretha Timberlake.

offered to tempt the
students and to give them
a way to spend their
money, Morgan said.
Auctions were conducted
for items sold by the
students. Morgan's Mini
Mall was opened by
students offering an array of activities for sale.
Students planned for
their grand()wings with
booths being set up and
advertisements being
displayed in halls and
printed in The Tiger
Times, a fifth and sixth
grade newspaper.
Morgan said after the
first week of the project
the students realized the
importance of planning in
order to make a profit on
their sales.

Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Howard of St. Mary's,
Ca., announce the approaching marriage of
their daughter, Pamela
Teresa, to Lt. Michael
Edward McCage of Alexandria, Va., son of Mr.
and Mrs. Johnnie McCage of Murray.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Jeffie
Howard and the late
George Howard of - St.
Mary's, and of Mae
Rigdon and the late R. V.
Rigdon of Alma,Ga.
The groom-elect is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Winfred Allison of Hardin
and of the late Mr. and
.Mrs: William Floyd McCage of Murray. .
Howard received her
bachelor of science
degree in education from
University of Georgia.
She was a member of
Gamma Sigma Sigma,
national service sorority,
Kappa Delta Epsilon, national honor sorority, and
the UG wrestling team.
She currently is
employed by Camden
County Board of Education, Georgia.
McCage received
bachelor of science
degrees in speech, journalism and education
from Murray State
University. He also
received amiaster of arts
degree in communicaPamela Teresa Howard
tions from University of
n,D. C.
Washingto
proChi,
Delta
and Sigma
Oklahoma.
will be
wedding
The
sm
journali
l
fessiona
He was a member of
,
Saturday
ed
solemniz
serving
is
Pershing .Rifles honor society. He
St.
at
p.m.
8
at
27,
Feb.
Navy,
States
'United
with
society, Lambda Chi
United 'Methodist
Alpha social fraternity Chief of Information, Mary's

Smi-Ers
FINAL
CLEARANCE

Open Every Friday

Open Every FrIday

UNTIL 8:30

UNTIL 8:30

LAURI GUIN browses through Rainbow Shop in
project at Murray Middle School.Shop owners were
Kristy Hohman, Amanda Batts and Allison Carr.

All Winter Fashions Must Go, Now!

Winter Coats
1/3 -`
1/2

Corning community events fisted
Thursday,Feb.4
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m.
at lodge hall.

Friday,Feb.5
Church Women United
will meet at 10 a.m. in the
home of Eloise King, 1103
Sycamore St.

Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi will
have a banquet at Seven
Seas.
Front Porch Swing will
rehearse at 7 p.m. at
First Christian Church.

Hazel and Douglas
Senior Citizens Centers
will be open from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. Lunch will be at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Douglas at noon.

Calloway-Marshall Affiliate of American
Diabetes Association will
meet at 7 p.m. in Education Unit, third floor,
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Family Fun Night will
start at 7 p.m. at
Fellowship Hall, First
Baptist Church.

Saturday,Feb.6
Ladies Full Cospel
Fellowship will meet at
8:45 a.m. at Joe's Family
Murray CiiriWitliib Restaurant.
will observe • its annual
Garden Depa ment of
Clergy Night at Joe's
Family Restaurant at 7 Murray Woman's Club
will have a guest
p.m.

Valentine-dinner party at
6 p.m. at Mississippi
Room,University Center,
Murray State University.
--Skating party, churchwide, for Grace Baptist
Church will be from 4:15
to 6:15 p.m. A social hour
will follow at church
fellowship hall.

Hall.

I 1111 'A.m.:Mi..
%alto
530.90
i,
ItrIzolar 66.1N1
111*. • Jacky!. •

Sunday,Feb.7
Mr. and Mrs. 'Newell
Doores will be honored at
a 60th wedding anniversary reception at Mt.
Hebron United Methodist
Church from 2 to 4 p.m.
The family requests that
guests not bring gifts.

Gospel singing featurTemple Hill Chapter
No. 276 Free and Ac- ing The Fincher Family
cepted, Masons will meet of Halls, Tenn., will be at
1:30 p.m. at Oak Grove
at 7 p.m. at lodge hall.
Cumberland
Alcoholics Anonymous Presbyterian Church.
and Alanon will meet at 8
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall
p.m. at western portion of
will be honored
Higgins
n
Expositio
and
Livestock
, at a silver wedding an--Center.
niversary reception at
Square and round danc- community room of
ing will start at 7•.-30 p.m. North Branch of Peoples
at Woodmen of World Bank from 2 to 4 p.m.
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KipperSpread J
recipe WedBy CEC11Y
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
TEATIME FARE
Kipper Spread Toast
Tea with Milk
Kipper Spread
Inspired by a recipe in
"Great British Cooking:
A Well Kept Secret" by
Jane Garmey.
4-ounce can kipper
1
3/
smelts
3 tablespoons unsalted
butter,soft
1 tablespoon lemon
juice
'4 teaspoon ground
mace
Pepper to taste
On a large plate with a
fork mash together all the
ingredients to a
spreadable consistency.
Or process in a food processor. Cover and store in
refrigerator. Before serving, let stand at room
temperature to soften
enough for easy
spreading. Makes 2-3rds
cup.

Church,St. Mary's,Ga
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sent and all friends awl
relatives are invited to ',ittend.
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Kentucky news briefs

THE ACES'

IRA G. CORN, JR

"Soli discipline Is when
your conscience tells you to
do something and you don't
talk
- W.K. Hope.

NORTH
2-4-A
--44 A 10 7 3
118 2
41AQ11111753

heard an hour of
testimony from supporters of the measure.
Originally, the bill
would have required
restraints for children up
to 4 years old. Sen. Garrett amended the
measure to reflect the
comments of Kentucky
State Police officers, who
said the 40-inch provision
would be easier to enforce.
The bill now goes to the
full Senate.
--ERANK F OR T, Ky.
(AP) — Teachers would
be able to retain the
tenure they established in
one school district after
transferring to another
under a measure approved Wednesday by the
state Senate.
The state Supreme
Court has ruled that a
teacher must still be
under contract in the
original district when
joining a new one to
qualify for the tenure
transfer permitted by
current state law, said
Sen. Clyde Middleton, RFort Mitchell, the sponsor.
Middleton's bill would
allow the transfer if a
teacher joins a new
district within seven
months after leaving his
or her former job.
It was approved 34-0

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Most Kentucky
counties reported an in-EAST
Declarer chose a discip- VEST
crease in unemployment
42
•K 5
lined .play to land today's
during December, acAQ.19
•.K1,054 3
doubled
game.
The • 11 9 2
•fi 4
cording to the Depart"obvious" play was enticing. •AKQJ104 48752
ment for Human
but West's aggressive bidSOl'114
Resources.
ding steered declarer to the
•QJ9864
Ninety-six counties had
•76
plus score_
•
jobless rates exceeding
•K J
- Both North's and West's
•9 6
the national average of
bidding showed.much distri8.3 percent. Of those
- bution and followed the genVulnerable None Dealer
counties, 65 had rates of
- eral principal of "bidding South The bidding:
10 percent or more and
one more time, just in
South
West
North East
case."
eight counties had rates
Pass.
14
i•
IV
West started with -club 20
o(20 percent or higher.
a•
44
Pass
king which dummy. ruffed Pass 551
Statewide, the
54
Pass
and declarer had dodged the l'455 . Obi
All
unemployment rate
first bullet Had West led
pass.
averaged 10.4 percent, a
hearts instead, the defense
full
percentage point
would have taken two
Opening lead Club king
higher than the
hearts and a trump for
-mond provided a heart dis- November rate.= down one.
K entucky's highest
However, the contract card while East ruffed and
was not made yet. Declarer declarer had his 11 tricks. jobless average was
led a diamond to his king to and a doubled contract.
reported in Menifee
push through the spade
County, where 33 percent
Bid with Corn
. queen and when West
of the labor force was
played low, declarer took South holds: 2-4-B
looking for work. Union
time out to study. Had he
County, with a 4.4 percent
- finessed routinely, East
dflti.4J916 4
average, was the lowest
V 76
would win and the obvious
in the state.
•K J
heart switch would net one
4963
--down.
FRANKFORT, Ky.
What did declarer have to -North South
(AP) ---*The Senate
think about? He thought 3 NT
about West's bidding. Why
-Transportation Commit, had West bid a non-forcing
tee unanimously approvthree hearts and then ANSWER: Six no trump. ed a bill Wednesday that
• refused to remain silent Enough playing strength to would require the use of
• thereafter? Distribution had play six spades. however, it automobile child
; to be the reason, so declarer may be important to have
went up with dummy's the lead ride up to openers restraints for children up
to 40 inches tall.
trump ace instead of finess- hand.
The vote, on a bill spon_
ing. Next came dummy's
diamond ace and when no Send bridge questions to The Aces sored by Sen. Helen GarBox 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
rett, D-Paducah, came a
one ruffed. declarer found P0
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
his reward. Another din- for reply.
week after the committee

Slight
Irregular

2-142
- Adults 163
Nursery 5
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
Laurel Wilson and baby
boy, B2 Coach Estates.
Paula McCutcheon and
baby boy, 206 Spruce St.
DISMISSALS •
Stella M.--Cavitt,417
Cherry St.; Leah E. Hart
and baby boy, 1005 Main
St.; Donna L. Norsworthy
and baby boy, Rt. 8;
-Sharon Denise Diggrand
baby girl, 635 Mandalay,
Paris, Tenn.; Danielle B.
Vince and baby boy, 1006
College Cts.
J. B. Starks, 1203
Melrose; Jason L. Merrell, Rt. 2, Buchanan,
Tenn.; Ricky R. King, Rt.
2, Hazel: Joann F.
Turner, Rt. 7; Matthew
R. Darnell, Rt. 1, Farmington.
Randy Shawn Darnell,
Rt. 1, Farmington; Marie
Ovie McPherson, 101
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LEXINGTON,' Ky.
(AP)
Burley tobacco
sales totaled 269,278
pounds in Kentucky
Wednesday for an
average price of $179.86
per hundredweight.
The Federal-State
Market News Service
said three markets
operated, with Lexington
moving 105,288 pounds for
an average of $181.31.

Cynthiana sold 96,894 is scheduled Feb. 11 on
pounds for an average of five oil-shale mining
$179.04 and Harrodsburg regulations proposed by
moved 67,096 pounds at the Department for
an average of $178.78.
Natural Resources and
Sales for the season in Environmental ProtecKentucky total 505,890,515 tion.
The regulations deal
pounds for an average of
with several areas of
$180.99.
shale development, inRICHMOND, Ky.(AP) cluding experimental
— Rape charges were practices, requirements
dismissed Wednesday for performance bonds,
against three Eastern bonding requirements
Kentucky University and exploration perfootball players by the formance standards.
The hearing will be
Madison County grand
jury, according to ,the held at 7 p.m.EST in the
commonwealth's at- cafeteria tif-Tarmer's
Bank in Frankfort.
torney.
--The players had been
FRANKFORT, Ky.
charged with first-degree
rape on Dec. 9, 1981. They (AP) — New food-stamp
were Rodney S. Byrd, 21, issuance offices in Jefferof Brooksville, Fla., son County will change
David Hill, 19,of Miami, their hours of operation
Fla., and Stephen beginning Feb. 15, acWagers, 21, of Dade City, cording to the Department for Human
Fla.
A 21-year-old woman Resources.
After the change, the
had alleged that she was
raped on Dec.6 at a party offices will be open from
in her Richmond home. 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
The men were released Monday through Friday
on $25,000 surety bond and from 8 a.m. to noon
on Saturday during the
each.
Commonwealth's at- first part of a month.
During the rest of the
torney Thomas J. Smith
III said the warrant was month, the centers will be
dismissed upon recom- open weekdays from 8:30
mendation of the grand a.m. until 2:30 p.m. and
from 8 a.m. until noon on
jury.
Saturday.
FRANKFORT, Ky.
--FRANKFORT,. Ky.
(AP)
public hearing

AP) — The state Department of Education will
sponsor a series of oneday workshops to encourage energy conservation in local school
districts.
The seminars will be
open to school
superintendents,
maintenance staff,
vocational-school principals and vocationalcenter coordinators.
The hearings will begin
Feb. 9 in Owensboro and
conclude March 18 in
Morehead.

Singer patient
at Columbia
COLUMBIA, Mo. (AP)
— Singer Chubby
Checker was in serious
condition at a hospital
early today, suffering
from an undisclosed ailment, hospital officials
said.
Checker, 40, was admitted Tuesday night to the
Boone Hospital Center
under his legal name,
Ernest Evans, after he
canceled an appearance
at a local nightclub.
The club said Checker
began preparing for two
shows Tuesday evening,
but left after a short time.
He later canceled the
shows, citing health
reasons,the club said.

Admissions, dismissals for three days listed

P.N.HIRSCH NA„CO.
Olympic Plato Murray

and now goes to the
House.
--FRANKFORT, Ky.
A bill approved
( API
Wednesday by the state
Senate requires "fair
treatment" for pharmacists who take part in
third -party arrangements for group
health insurance policies,
according to its sponsor.
Sen. Clyde Middleton,
R-Fort Mitchell, said
pharmacists currently
are subject to abuses
from companies which
administer the insurance
policies.
In some cases, he said,
the companies refuse to
negotiate with a pharmacist for a reasonable
price for his or her services.
Middleton's bill, which
would require such
negotiations, was approved 35-0 and sent to the
House.

Hardison, Rt. 7,
Rt. 5; Glen A. Casey, Rt. $442
170
Adults
Mayfield; Pauline Pitt1, Dukedom, Tenn.; Terman,Box 99, Hazel.
rill S. Despain, Box 84, Nursery 2
NO
NEWBORN
Nell West, Rt. 7; Lois
New Concord; Sandra G.
ADMISSIONS
Dale Reid, Rt. 8, Benton;
Barnett, 1601A College
DISMISSALS
Timothy J. Wilson; 227
Farm Rd.; Elwood DenSuzanne Minter and Riviera; Joseph W.
nis Johnson, Rt. 1, Dexter; Barry L. Stevenson, baby girl, Box 69, Har- Graves, 1513 Canterbury',
din; Anna M. Cox, RP. 8; Hattie Katherine Ray,816
Box 59, Gilbertsville.
Dwight D. Howell, Rt. William Max Michaux, North 19th St.
4, Benton; Angela--M---02 Mulberry; Max L.__ Marguerite K.-Currie,
Howell, Rt. 4, Benton; Mathis, Como, Tenn.; Rt. 7; Ethel Collie, Rt. 2;
1-31-82
Tera D. Kirks, Rt. 3; Ber- Earl W. Norsworthy, Rt. Burnett McNeill, Fern
Terrace Lodge; Joe Pat
Adults 143
tha A. Anderson,624 Ellis 7, Mayfield.
Clark,
Box
183,
Edward
Thornton,
Rt. 2; Sanova
Nursery 7
D.
McKinney
Dr.; Robert
NO NEWBORN
Rt. 1, Dexter; Robert T. Hickman; Debbie Sue B. Dodd, 809 North 16th
•
ADMISSIONS
Howard (expired), Fern Griffin and baby girl, Rt. St.
1, Almo; Judy F. Parker,
Marion Asa Matthews,
DISMISSALS
Terrace Lodge.
Rt. 1, Hazel; Mary Ruth Rt. 8; Joseph Atkinson,
Catherine A. Holbrook,
Box 964; Katie L. Barnes,
835 Depot, Mayfield;
Maggie E. Fields, Rt. 1,
Camden, Tenn.;-Pinis H.
Lowry, Rt. 1, Camden,
Tenn.

Spruce St.; James E.
Green, Rt. 1, Hardin;
Sandra J. Brake, Rt. 5;
H. J. Hornbeck,Rt.6.
Lovie Pritchett, Rt. 1,
Dexter; Bessie J.
Shelton, Rt. 1; Everette
L. Massey, 221 South 11th
St.; Luedean Norman,
Rt. 2; David Bruce
Henry,Rt11Almo.

ELIKOPE
NORTHERN ENGLAND
SCOTLAND TOUR
7 days

-- $348

FAMILY SHOE STORE'S
GOING
BUSINESS
OUT
SALE
UP

EUROPE IN 14 DAYS
From London to Holland
Germany. Austria, Italy
Monaco, France
Switzerland
run Ow Floriee•

oF

SAVINGS
TO 75 00
ALL MERCHANDISE PLUS
FIXTURES MUST BE SOLD

Murray, Ky.

510 Main St.

1982 Field Corn Price List
4507
4628

$55.50
PLATELESS

$51.00

$51.00

80,000
Kernel

80,000
Kernel

ALL SIZES
A

80,000
Kernel

$57.50

PLATELESS
$54.00

80,000
Kernel

XL 72 bb
ALL SIZES

XL 32AA
ALL SIZES

XL 390b
ALL SIZES

$60.00 80
'000
$56.50 80,000
Kernel
Kernel

80,000
Kernel

XL 61
XL 71
XL 72 b
$61.00 8$3,000
Kernel

PLATELESS
$43.00

PLATELESS
$52.40

PLATELESS
$54.00

PLATELESS
$55.75

80,000 Kernel

80,400 Kemal

80,000 Kemal

80,000 Karnal

SX 98
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SX 351
Sx 17 A

l
og

4606
4525
4522

ALL SIZES

A

MEDIUM
FLATS-ROUNDS

SX 351

$53.00

SX 98

506 Bags

PLATELESS
LARGE SEED
$43.00

p7.7::
:
,"
..
Ire' $6498 D
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A WINTRY PATTERN — Fields in West Germany make an interesting pattern with a lone farm building in the middle as Europe has been blanketed
with snow like the United States.
(AP Laserphoto)

KEEP ALL DIRT
ASHES AND SM9IKE
(
%
1 . OUTSIDE!
-WE-FL/NE
n000

Burns wood or
coal efficiently.
Larger heating
capacity saves
you money.

• High efficiency — zero heat loss • Wall thermostat controls draft
and blower __farl-riare even_
with fiberglass insulation and. _
heat distribution and cxxnfort
galvanized. painted weather
control.
COMO'
• Compact yet works like a
II Extra capacity 1460 CFM
giant Efficient for all types of
blower with unique baffle
homes. mobile homes, shops
system for 80,000-140E00 BTU
and hog & calf barns
output
We can refer you to many satisfied customers
who are already saving with the Sure-Flame
Furnace.

501 Be.

Buc anon Fee
Industrial Rd.753-5378

PURINA
Murray, Ky. CHOWS

di

Quality
Service

OZARK LOG HOMES
STOVE SHOPPE
Hwy. 121 ly-Pess Murray, Ky. 753-6771

Quality
Stoves

EUROPE IN 7 DAYS
From London to Belgium
Luxembourg, Germany
Switzerland 41 France

$358Z..°
ENGLAND TOUR
Southern England
& West Country
6 days

$328
GLOBOUS GATE WAY
lilt FE sigma:a

*Professional multilingual
tour director.
*Comprehensive sightseeing program with local
guide lecturers.
*Admission charges for all
inside visits.
.Private deluxe motorcoach.
*Accommodations in firstclass and hand-picked
superior tourist hotels in
twin bedded rooms with
private bath or shower.
•Many meals.
*Tips for baggage handling
and to hotel personal.
'Globus-Gateway travel bag
and portfolio of travel
documents.
All prices 1416 iewer than
la 1161
Forty-six itineraries that
range from 6 to 38 days
visiting all countries in
Europe plus Morrocco
Grand Tours. Regional
Tours and in-depth visits to
all countries in Europe.
Great Britain and Ireland
Order your FREE 116 page
full-color brochure for all
tours and details.

16
,
fu FREEct 110
Order Your
g.
brochure for all tours
and details.

127 S. 7th St.
Mayfield, Ky.
247-8747
711 Main St.
Murray, Ky.
753-4646
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Conversations may have been taped
BOSTON (AP) President John F. Kennedy secretly recorded
conversations and
telephone calls with
world leaders, congressmen and his aides
while he was in the White
House, the director of the
Kennedy library said today.
"I have no reason to
think they knew they
were being taped," Dan
Fenn Jr., the library
director, said of the people recorded in 100 to 140
hours of taped meetings
and conversations. The
tapes are being examined
in Boston at the library in
preparation for their
release to the public,
possibly this summer.
Fenn said 250 telephone
conversations and 325
meetings in the Oval Office or Cabinet Room in
the White House were
recorded from mid-1962
to Nov. 7, 1963, 15 days
before Kennedy was
assassinated.

Among those recorded
in telephone calls were
Marshal Tito of
Yugoslavia, Gen.
Douglas MacArthur,
evangelist Billy Graham
and Adlai Stevenson, the
U.S. ambassador to the
United Nations under
Kennedy. The list also includes members of Congress, according to an index of the tapes that Fenn
had.
The subjects of the conversations included Vietnam, the Cuban missile
crisis, the integration of
the University of
Mississippi and civil
rights in general.
"1 haven't the vaguest
idea why Kennedy used
the tapes or saved them,"
Fenn said. "I hope we'll
be able to open some of
them early this summer.
When they're
available, they'll be
available to anyone,
junior high school
students, Arthur Schlesinger or anyone."

Any potentially
classified material will
be referred to the
originating agency,
which will decide
whether to keep it cIassifed or allow the museum
to release it, Fenn said.
"There was no attempt
to hide the existence of
this material," Fenn said
early today in an interview at his Lexington,
Mass., home. "We said
those tapes did exist.
Evelyn Lincoln, Kennedy's secretary, was
quote_d by The
Washington Post today as
saying Kennedy threw a
switch to signal her to
start taping. She would
activate either a recorder
attached to his telephone
or microphones in the
Oval Office or the Cabinet
Room.if he were in either
of those places.
Existence of some Kennedy tapes — but not
their extent — had been
known ever since a statement by Fenn in 1973. The

Kennedy family turned
over the tapes in 1976.
A secret taping system
installed by President
Richard Nixon led to his
resignation in 1974 during
the Watergate scandal,
when it was revealed that
the recorded conversations varied from his
statements on the affair.
Nixon's system, unlike
Kennedy's, was voiceactivated, and contained
about 4,000 hours of conversation.

Federal Aviation Administration spokesman
Ira Furman and Francis
McAdams, head of the
NTSB investigation,
could not be reached for
comment on the report
Wednesday night,

According to a

the wings, noted there
was some, but took off
anyway.
About 30 seconds later,
Petit's final words to
Wheaton reportedly
were, "We're going
down, Larry," and
Wheaton responded, "I

preliminary transcript of know it."
Seventy-four of the 79
the tape, pilot Larry
Wheaton and copilot Alan :.people on the jetliner, inPetit spoke to each other eluding Wheaton and
repeatedly about the Petit, were killed when
heavy snow falling on the plane hit a busy comJan. 13 as they prepared muter bridge and smashed into the icy Potomac.
to take off, the Post said.
One source told the Four people on the bridge
newspaper that their also were killed.
FAA regulations state
words suggest they at one
point looked out their win- that "no pilot may take
dows specifically to off an airplane that has
check for snow or ice on frost, snow or ice adher—
ing to" engines, windshields, wings, control
surfaces or, with pistonengine aircraft, the propeller.
Ice or snow can reduce

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and. sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th.
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month They depend on you to write their pa6,
checks
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
your carrier.

President -Lyndon
Johnson's library In
Austin, Texas contains
many tapes given by a
former secretary under a
restriction that they be
kept secret for 50 years,
the Post said.
American Heritage
Magazine reported last
month that President
Franklin D. Roosevelt
secretly recorded seven
or eight conversations
and 14 news conferences
in the Oval Office in 1940.

Jet recordings support theory of ice on wings
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Tape recordings from the
Air Florida jet that crashed into the Potomac
River last month support
theories that ice or snow
on the wings made it stall
— and strongly suggest
the pilots knew of the problem before taking off,
according to a report in
today's Washington Post—
The cockpit voice tape
suggests the pilot and
copilot had seen a buildup
of ice or snow on the Boeing 737's wings but went
ahead with the ill-fated
• flight anyway, an unidentified source close to the
National Transportation
Safety Board investigation told the newspaper.

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill

the lifting power of wings.
Investigators have said
that about 43 minutes
elapsed between Flight
90's last de-icing and the
takeoff.

PROBING THE ICE — A fisherman pokes a pole
throught the ice in search of eels on the Mystic
River in Mystic, Conn. In the background is the
Mystic Seaport,a popular tourist attraction.
(AP Laserphoto

So.. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections.

Milerray Ledger & Times
Tremendous
Savings on
Electronics

VISA'
CHARGE tr
(MOST STORES/

As the plane sped down
the runway at National
Airport, the pilots' words
indicate they were worried they were not accelerating fast enough,
according to the Post.
One source was quoted
as saying that
preliminary electronic
analysis of the jet noise
recorded on the tape indicates the engines were
producing only about 80
percent of normal power.

Big Price-Cut on Our Exciting Video
Disc Player With Remote Control

—Me flight cflia
recorder recovered from
the Potomac showed it
took the plane 47 seconds
to accelerate to takeoff
speed, rather than the
normal 30 or so seconds.

FOR FRIDAY,FEBRUARY 5,1982
What kind of day will tomor- downplay personality difrow be? To find out what the ferences.
stars say, read the forecast piscEs
given for your birth Sign.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
You're torn between a
desire for solitude and a
ARIES
chance to socialize. Indica(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) er4r4 tions are that you'll probably
You'll have luck regarding a have more fun going out.
domestic concern, but a fami- YOU BORN TODAY are
ly member is not yet ready to versatile and adventurous.
make peace. Guard against You thrive on excitement and
needless disputes.
people, yet at times can be
•-•
TAURUS
aloof and withdrawn. Success
1980 Caprice Classic
(Apr. 20 to May 20 dki47 comes when you learn to
4 door, It. blue w/blue vinyl roof, blue
Misunderstandings occur specialize and become an
cloth interior, power steering, power
easily now, especially those authority in your field. Law,
brakes, air conditioning, power windows,
relating to business affairs, medicine, playwrighting,
tilt wheel, cruise control, AM-FM, tope,
yet you'll enjoy rapport with a publishing, politics and
loved one.
power door locks. One owner 19,xxx
religion are some of the fields
GEMINI
in which you'll find fulfillmiles
(May 21 toJune 20)
ment. You'd make a good
Legal fees could be an issue, teacher, adviser
or
but you'll find new ways to in- psychologist. In business
641 S.
crease your income. Avoid you're inclined to take risks.
engaging in money disputes Birthdate of: Adlai Stevenson, 753-2617
Murray
GnIERAL MOTORS PARTS CIVISIONI
with a loved one.
politician
Hank Aaron,
CANCER
baseball great; and John Car(June 21 toJuly 22)0
raclinc, actor.
Restlessness interferes with
work progress. Enjoy relaxing
pursuits with a loved one, and
try to minimize tension on the
homefront.
-LEO
(July 23to Aug. 22) afg
Because unsolved problems
vex you, you could suddenly
lash out at a friend. Save time
for private pursuits and needed relaxation.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 toSept. 22) nP%.
A happy invitation comes
now, but your dealings with
VA
friends are mixed. Avoid
arguments about money or
personal belongings.
LIBRA
(Sept, 23 to Oct. 22) —
Legitimate opportunity
Sliced or Bulk
comes now, but don't go overboard. Too much emphasis on
aerated'concerns can cause
problems with others.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 nt'e*C
Get an early start, if traveling. The late evening may brBulk or Ponies
ing
complications.
Philosophic differences with a
relative are possible.
SAGITTARIUS
.
JW
We have a good
(Nov.22to Dec.21) °I
10
fresh
while you wait.
FEnincial agreements are
difficult to negotiate. Do further research and keep
developments confidential. A
friend is testy.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 7/ to Jan. 19) la
Luck comes through
friends, but finances could be
an issue with a close tie. Avoid
making hasty career decisions
in the evening.
AQUARIUS
We Accept feed
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
P16••• 753- MI
Stones
Your enthusiasm about a
NOURS;7:0W S:00 Mear•fri.
!07 N. 3r1 St.
lucky career break could
make xou neglect a current
-Only Federol Inspected Meat Market In Murray
assigr—t-et Be wise, and

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
-FEELING WITH GENUINE M Pt(RTS

no19-

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET

Fresh Meats
Beef Roast
Rib Eye Steak
Pork Chops
Pork Ribs
Pork Sausage
American Cheese
:Bacon
Wieners
Pure Ground Beef

selection Old Fasidoned Lunch meats sliced

Choice Sider of Beef

Lb $1 35

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.

• Easier to

Use Than a
Record Changer
• Superb Picture and Sound
• Quick Hookup to Your TV

See what you want, when you want—with no commercials! Fully
automatic—insert disc sleeve, then remove—disc remains inside
and plays. No need to touch the disc or a single control. Visual
Search goes forward or reverse at 8 or 60 times normal speed—
with a viewable picture—to find any segment. With full-function remote control, you do it all from your easy chair! #16-301

e—,-'10 Off! AM/FM Clock Radio Portable Cassette Recorder
With Built-In Microphone
With Slim "Vertical" Look
Chronomatie-219 by Realistic

CTR-41 by Realistic

Cut 20%

4788
59.95

—111111111M111111111111111-

20% Off

95

3

Reg. 49.95

Space-saving "wakerupper" has radio or
buzzer alarm! Hi/lo
tone switch, PM/
Wake indicators, auto
display dimmer,
snooze and 59-minute sleep buttons.
#12-1524

Drive Home a Big Bargain!
Mobile CB Radio—s4O Off
TPC-L21A by Realistic

Batteries extra

Save $12.07. Mike/aux input mixing for recording from aux and external or built-in
mike at the same time. Tape counter, Auto
Stop, lack for earphone or extension
speaker. AC/battery operation. #14-841

Desktop Calculator With
4-Key Memory
EC-2001 by
Radio Shack

osqr

el%

• Cue/Review • Auto-Level
• High/Low Tone Switch

27%
Off

\

Cut 40%5995
Reg.
99.95

Get help, directions or pass the time with
fellow travelers on long trips! LED channel
display and modulation indicator. Add an external speaker and hit PA switch for a mobile public address system. With mike, mtg.
, hardware. #21.1502

21q5
29.95

•Ear-to-See 10-Digit
Fluorescent Display
• Gross Profit Margin
Key

Just in time to help figure your taxes! Features standard percent key, plus a A% key
to figure percent of change. Indicators for
overflow, negative and memory. Pick one up
for home or office! #65-660 Batteries extra

.....m•••••••=1••••••••••••••••

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio ihaekStore or Dealer Nearest You
1111CFS PAM VARY AT INDiviDlIAL STORES AND DEALERS
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Low-percentage play
lifts Rebels over Vols

MHS hosts freshman tourney
Murray High School will host the District 4 also receiving a bye until the second night, play the
freshman boys and girls basketball tournament winner of the North Marshall-CCHS game Monday
night.
beginning Feb. 15.
Thursday the girls championship will begin at
The three-day tournament, played Monday,Tuesday and championships on Thursday, will feature 10 6:30 p.m. with the boys championship game afterwards.
teams in eight games.
MHS assistant principal John Hina will direct the
Monday the games begin with Benton facing the
South Marshall boys at 5 p.m. After a 20 minute tournament and he said he expects a large turnout
break the North Marshall girls tangle with the for the tournament.
Calloway County Lady Lakers. Twenty minutes
"We're glad to have a representative from each
later the North Marshall boys play the CCHS of the schools in the fourth district and the competition should be pretty good," Hine said. This is the
•La kers.
Tuesday Benton and South Marshall girls tip off first time all five schools have been represented in
the evening at 5 p.m. followed by the host Murray the freshman level tournament.
Tickets each night will cost $2 for adults, $1 for
boys playing the winner of Monday's North
Marshall-CCHS contest. The Murray Lady Tigers-, students.

By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
Bob Weltlich figured it to be a low percentage
play, but it worked,throwing the Southeastern Conference basketball race into a two-team deadlock
with only seven games remaining.
Weltlich devised a screen away from the ball for
Carlos Clark and the Mississippi star got the ball
and drilled a 15-footer at the buzzer in overtime to
give Ole Miss a 55-53 upset victory over No. 16 Tennessee Wednesday niyht, dropping the Vols into a
first place tie with No. 8 Alabama in the SEC title
chase. r
—
Alabama, playing without flu-ridden All-SEC forward Eddie Phillips, used a four-corners attack to
hold off Mississippi State fora 66-63 victory that
enabled the Tide to match Tennessee's 9-2 conference record. .`"
Defending champion Louisiana State moved to
one game off the pace at 8-4 when the Bayou
Bengals recorded their 22nd consecutive borne floor
triumph 79-70 over Vanderbilt, but No. 9 Kentucky,
the preseason favorite, faces an uphill battle after
dropping an 83-81 overtime decision to Auburn. The
defeat dropped the Wildcats to 7-4 in the conference.
In the only other SEC game Wednesday night
Georgia snapped a five-game losing streak with an
87-73 victory over Florida, the 14th consecutive setback for the Gators.
At Knoxville, Ole Miss called time out with one second to play and the score knotted at 53, then fired
the ball to Clark, who hit his game-winning shot
from the foul line.
"It went exactly the way we wanted it," said
Weltlich, the Ole Miss coach. "We tried to screen
Clark away from the ball being inbounded because
everybody knew if was going to him. That type of
play only works 10 percent of the time, so I guess it
won't happen again this year."
"They were more determined than us tonight,
and did a better job of executing," said Coach Don
DeVoe of Tennessee. "I just told the team that
we're still a fine basketball team, but tonight Ole
Miss was better."
It was the second consecutive loss for the Vols,
who had their perfect SEC mark shattered at
Alabama last Saturday.
The Vols had tied the game at 53 with four
seconds left in the extra period on a basket from the
baseline by Michael Brooks.
Clark and Roger Stieg each tallied 17 for the
Rebels and Dale Ellis led the Vols with 17.
Phillip Lockett led Alabama's balanced attack
wtih 17 points as the Tide lifted its record to 17-2.
Jeff Malone had 20 for State.
The game featured a 65-foot over-the-shoulder
desperation shot by Tide freshman Ennis Whatley.
With State having possession and going for one shot,
the crowd began a premature countdown trying to

Boys
N.MARSHALL
Monday (3)

CALLOWAY)
Twsdor(2)
MURRAY )

Championship
Thursday 8 p.m.

BENTON
Monday)!)

)

S.MARSHALL

Feb. 15, 16,18
At Murray High

Girls
N.MARSHALL
Monday(2)

CALLOWAY

Tuesday(3)

MURRAY

)

Cardinals shelve losing streak

Thursday 6:30 p.m.

BEN TON

)

By MIRE EMBRY
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Coach Denny
Crum, whose Louisville
Cardinals had lost four
straight games, wasn't
too critical of his team's

S.MARSHALL

Try to beat this

SUPER VALUE
FROM RCA

get State to put the shot up early. But Whatley apparently thought time was running out, too,-and
when he snared the rebound, he heaved it toward
the other end, scoring with 11 seconds left in the
first half.
"I guess we weren't supposed to win against
Alabama in Tuscaloosa," said Coach Bob Boyd of
State. "It's just been that kind of year for us."
Kentucky held a 54-43 lead with 8:54 left in regulation before Auburn went to a trapping half-court
zone that forced the Wildcats into mistakes and
enabled the Tigers to come back and force the overtime at 68-68.
Auburn, which had lost 13 in a row against Kentucky, got four points each in overtime from
Charles Barkley, Odell Mosteller and Byron Henson.
A controversy arose with 2:34 left when Derrick
Hord scored a basket that would have cut Auburn's
lead to 75-74. It was disallowed because the clock
had failed to start when Kentucky threw the ball in
bounds.
"There's no way to take a basket away from us,"
said Coach Joe B. Hall of the Wildcats. "The clock
wasn't running, but there was no justification for
taking away the bucket„"
Mosteller led Auburn with 22 points and Barkley
had 18 points, 12 rebounds and two key blocked
shots down the regulation stretch. Jim Master led
Kentucky with 29 and Hord added 23.
Howard Carter scored 29 points, 19 in the second
half, to lead LSU over Vandy.Derrick Taylor added
24 for the Tigers and Willie Jones had 17 for Vandy.
Coach Dale Brown of LSU said the night's results
left his defending champions very much in contention.
"It's going right to the. wire with four teams,"
Brown said. "We still have a real good chance. It's
just going to be that kind of crazy season. I think 144 will give you a tie and you could win it outright at
15-3."
LSU still has games remaining with Alabama,
Tennessee and Kentucky, but all are in Baton
Rouge.
Freshman Gerald Crosby sank five second-half
field goals to put Georgia in control against Florida.
Dominique Wilkins led the Bulldogs with 26 points
and Ronnie Williams had 31 for the Gators.
The SEC chase resumes Saturday with Alabama
at Ole Miss, Auburn at Florida, Georgia at Vanderbilt, Tennessee at Kentucky and LSU at Mississippi
State.

Louisville trips Tulane

Championship

Tuesday(1)

Miirray Ledger & Times

Sampson, Virginia
dominate Tar Heels
CHARLOTTESVILLE,
Va.(AP)--()then Wilson
and Ralph Sampson led
Virginia to a 17-point lead
early in the second half
Wednesday night and the
third-ranked Cavaliers
beat back two North
Carolina rallies for a 7458 Atlantic Coast Conference victory over the
second-ranked Tar Heels.
Wilson, a 6-foot
sophomore guard, scored
20 points and Sampson,
the 7-foot-4 All-American
center, added 18 as the
Cavaliers, 21-1, took over

the ACC lead at 7-1 and
avenged their only defeat
in 22 games overall.
It was only the second
loss in 18 starts for North
Carolina, which had
beaten Virginia 65-60 less
than a month ago at
Chapel Hill. The Tar
Heels fell to 7-2 in the conference.
Junior Craig Robinson
added 14 points for
Virginia. North Carolina
was led by freshman
Michael Jordan with 17
points. Sam Perkins had
16 and James Worthy
finished with 12.

performance against
Tulane.
After all, the Cardinals'
61-56 victory Wednesday
put the skids on the
school's longest losing
streak in 17 seasons. And
Loui?Ville improved its
record to 12-7 overall and
5-3 in the Metro Conference.
"I was really pleased
with the team's effort and
thought they came out
and worked hard in the
first part of the game,"
.--Crum said. "We made so
many silly mistakes at
the end, lik,e fouling them
and stopping the clock.
but overall I was pleased
to get back on the winning
track."
The Green Wave took a
3-0 lead only 12 seconds
into the game when Joe
Holston completed a
three-point play. But
Louisville countered with
a 17-point run that ended
on Rodney McCray's 17footer with 11:55 left.
"We apparently didn't
come to play in the first

ten minutes of the
game," said Tulane
Coach Ned Fowler.
"Louisville's defense was
very good tonight and we
didn't block off the
boards like we should to
keep them from the inside."
The Cardinals steadily
increased their lead and
were up 16 points, 3448,
when McCray slipped in
for a slam dunk with 1:51
left in the half. Louisville
held a 36-22 advantage at
halftime.
Tulane's play at the
beginning of the second
half. was similar to
Louisville's at the beggining of the game, but not
quite as devastating.
With Paul Thompson
connecting on two
jumpers and handing out
an assist to Tony
Wallace, the Green Wave
outscored the Cardinals
12-4 to slice the margin to
40-34 with 11:10 to go.
But the Cardinals
responded with three
straight baskets, the last

a driving dunk by
freshman Milt Wagner at
9:32, to pull back out to a
46-34 advantage.
The closest Tulane
would come the remainder of the game was
60-56 on Holston's free
throw with 11 seconds
left.
"We got tired in the second half and didn't quite
play as well," said Crum,
"but I'm pleased with the
win."
Forward Derek Smith
led the Cardinals with 14
points and 10 rebounds,
although he fouled out
with 1:25 left in the game.
McCray chipped in with
12 points and 11 rebounds.
Senior forward Wiley
Brown, making his first
start this season,sparked
the Cardinals by scoring
nine of his 13 points during the first-half outburst.
"I expect you'll see the
same starting lineup at
Memphis," said Crum,
whose team meets the
Metro Conference
leaders on Saturday.

Leasing can
free up your money!
Automobile leasing can save you from a lot of
problems and troublesome details, too. It con free
your cash. Simplify tax accounting. Help you
predict vehicle costs. And by leasing your auto
from us, you can save money on leasing itself.
's why:

• RCA's energy-efficietit XtendedLife chassis—uses
on1y-69 watts average power.
• Automatic Color Control and Fleshtone Correction.
• Automatic Fine Tuning (AFT) pinpoints the correct
broadcast signal
• Super AccuLine picture tube provides a lifelike
color picture
• Durable plastic cabinet with walnut-grain finish

'
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Helping folks get settled in faster and feel at
home is what WELCOME WAGON has been
doing for over 50 years.

As port of one of the largest auto dealer leasing
organizations in the world, we .can lease you on
„auto Of a low money-saving price. That's why we
can offer you good prices on used cars, too.

I'd like to greet you with useful gifts, helpful
information and invitations you can redeem for
more gifts. All free and made possible by civicminded businesses - individuals who'd like to
meet you too. And, of course, there's no
obligation.

In addition, factory-trained experts can keep your
leased vehicle in top condition. Come in for full
details on low-cost car leasing.

I'd like to visit you at your convenience. AN it
takes is a phone call, and we can set the time. A
WELCOME WAGON visit is, special treat.

LEASING

r

Let WELCOME WAG04.
be your first new home visitor.

Parker Ford
Inc.

701 Main

753-5273

Kathryn Owthuld 751-3079
Hostas,
Ingeborg
King
A sst
492-8348

. e./.1T45
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Mery
Hamiltoa
Asst.
753-5570
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Rough road ahead for Racers
Ron Greene is convinced his current edition.of
Murray State basketball
has all the characteristics of a successful
unit.
"We seem to have that
ability to find a way to
win," said Greene. "And
that's a sign of a good
basketball team."
Murray State moved into a narrow league lead
as it crossed the halfway
point of the conference
schedule Saturday with a
come-from -behind 63-60
triumph over Western
Kentucky before a standing room only crowd at
Racer Arena.
"The crowd was
devastating," noted
Greene. "In my 15 years
as a coach I've never
witnessed a more vocal

scene. It was a great
tribute to our fans."
The Racers must now
ready for a series of
challenging road encounters, beginning Sun:
day on regional television
against Austin Peay at
the Dunn Center. Murray
State is currently 14-4
overall and 8-1 in OVC action.
Riding a six-game winning streak that began
with ,a 71-54 final advantage over the Governors Jan. 3, Murray State
is 11-1 this season in
games that have been
decided by five points or
less.
Ricky Hood scored a
career-high 24 points in
the Western Kentucky
win and earned his second Ohio Valley Conference Player of the

--e,• •1
Weeit -honor for the
season. Hood scored four
of the Racers final six
pointi ty pace MSU in
scoring.
"Ricky Hood played intense for 40 minutes,"
said Greene. "And that's
hard to do in today's
basketball. He really had
a fine game."
Forward Kenney Hammonds contributed an impressive 20 points to boost,
his overall scoring
average to 7.8 points. The

6-5 senior, however. is
averaging 10:9 points in
the Racers nine OVC contests and hitting 56.3 percentfrom the field.
Guard Glen green continues to pace the Racers
in scoring ( 13.8 i and
leads the OVC in free
throw percentage 86.9)
and assists .911.
In Sunday's outing,
Murray State will be up
against one of the
league's most talented inside performers in Lenny
Manning, who ranks second in the. conference
scoring Statistics with an
18.6 average.
Greene considers
Austin Peay a much improved team since the
two first played, citing
the Governors narrow
losses to Morehead State
and Western Kentucky.

4

The Austin Peay game
is the first of three consecutive road tests for
Murray State. The
Racers must face
Morehead State, Feb. 11,
and. two days later go up
against Eastern Kentucky in Richmond.
Guard Lamont Sleets,
who suffered a broken
bone in his left foot Dec.
3rd in the Southern Illinois game, has been
given clearance by doctors to resume practice
this week.
"It's.going to be a dayby-day situation on his
status for • the remainder
of the season," said
Greene. "We will watch
his progress and make a
decision on whether he
will come back or apply
for hardship status and
redshirt."

•

New blood challenges women's tennis
"Avon has been respon- world ranking of No.10. up conquests on the court.
Englander who deserted
for the fantastic She is threatening to imsible
She had a No.12 ranktennis.
the ski slopes for
"All of them are tough, growth of the women's prove her standing in ing in 1981 on earnings of
they won't give you a circuit," said Potter, a 5- 1982, having already won $154,318, almost triple
point," added Bettina foot-9 left-hander from the Cincinnati tourna- that of the previous year.
Bunge, an interna- Woodbury, Conn., who ment and gained the So far in this young
tionalist who converses in skis, dives, paints and semifinals at season she has won
four languages and reads heavy books such Washington. D.C. and $24,700, gaining the finals
Plan- Seattle for a $50,058 prize at Cincinnati and losing
makes a tennis racket as "The Lost
the total
is
"Avon
tagenet."
to Navratilova in
sing the way Pinchas
are
kids
many
so
reason
violin.
a
does
Zuckerman
The blonde and bouncy Washington and Seattle.
rushing into the tourna- Bunge, Peru -born
"They don't know the ment circuit."
Both Potter and Bunge
daughter of a German
word 'awe.' They're not
The Avon tour alone of- businessman now living acknowledge that the
afraid of anybody."
Lloyd-Navratilovafers $2.2 million in prize
Such is the way a cou- money. Internationally, in' Coral Gables, Fla., Austin
ple of globe-circling there are 70 tournaments holds a German eitiien- trio currently dominates
Verderber. Total fouls-Ken cky 28,
Pacific Division
Auburn II. TechnicaLs-Hor Poindex30 13
698
Seattle
young ladies describe the overall whidi boosts th. 5h4i -.et !ravel- )n a U S. the game but see the
ter..
689
31 14
Los Angeles
jungle terrors of the $10.2 total prize money another visa. Sne speak.;,fluent steady wave of
A- 7,862.
581
25 18
Golden State
571
24 18
Phoenix
million women's tennis $8 million.
-erman, Engttsh and newcomers methodically
6
5.41
24 19
Portland
circuit, one of the- most
.311 17
14 31
San Diego
$172,867 last Spanist7 and ,s conquer- chipping Away at the once
won
Potter
Wednesday's Games
competitive and thriving year and gained tht. ing French while picking impenetrable steel bloc.
Boston at Detroit. ppd , snow
enterprises in sports.
New Jersey 112, Atlanta 103
TULARE(56)
Philadelphia 122, Washington 96
Thompson 5 24 12, Blunt 0 0-0 0,
Barbara and Bettina
Cleveland 108, Indiana 104
Williams 6 4-4 16, Moreau .1 0-0 1,
Milwaukee 113,Chicago 98
HuLston 2 6-7 10, C.Wallace 0 0-0 0,
are two of the newest
106
Diego
Dallas
San
113,
Webster 0 0-0 0, T.Wallace 6 2-2 14,
threats to the game's rulUtah 122, Portland 118
Davis00-00.
Golden State 90. Phoenix 68
Totals 21 14-2156. .
ing triumverate of Chris
New York 98, los Angeles 94
LOUISVILLE OM
87
Evert-Lloyd, Martina
City
Kansas
97,
Seattle
R.McCray 6 0-0 12, Smith 5 4-8 14,
Thursday'sGames
Brown 6 1-2 13, Gordon 2 0-0 4,Eaves 12Navratilova and Tracy
•
Indiana
Denver at
S 4, F,orrest 1 0-0 2, S.M cCray 0 0-1 0,
Austin but at 20 and 18
Antonio
Phoenix
San
at
Denser 1 2-1 4, Wagner 3 0-0 6, Wright 1
Friday's Games
-0-02
years of age, respectiveBurch's bill had
LOUISVILLE, Ky. and create a commission
Denver at Boston
Totals 26 9-2061.
are regarded as (AP)- Tentative agree- to oversee testing for il- specified reducing the
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at
New
Jersey
Philadelphia
Halftime-Louisville 36, Tulane n.
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Potter, speaking of the today's editions, The ing Commission and three years.
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By WILL GRIMSLEY
Correspondent AP Special
"They come off the
Futures Circuit so hungry
they're ready to gnaw a
piece of your arm," said
Barbara Potter, a
statuesque New

BACK AGAIN - Undefeated Hickman County (15-0) returns to the county
tonight when the Lady Falcons visit Murray High School (10-2). Monday the
Hickman girls handed Calloway County a 43-38 loss. Lady Laker Beth Hooks
(light jersey) and her Calloway teammates were scheduled to play tonight,
hosting Livingston Central but the game was postponed due to bad weather in
Livingston. Also postponed was a Laker freshman boys game against Livingston.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Sports at a glance
N Illinois 79, Kent St. 73.01
Ohio 72; Cent.Michigan 67

College
basketball
Wockseatley's College BasketballScores
EAST
Army111,Colgate 53
Boston 0.99,Fairleigh Dickinson 82
Becknell 72, W.Chester St.61
Delaware Valley 41,ScraRton 40
Dickinson IS, Muhlenberg 6
Dr.zel 76, Niagara 65
Georgetown,D.C. $3, Villanova 72
Lafayette83,Lehigh 75
LaSalle 102,Ca nIsius 76
Rider 66,Delaware 62
St.John's, NY 71, Boston Coll. 70
S.Caretina 63, Holstra 56
Syracuse 90,Seton Hall 00
Temple 77, Maine 57
W.V irginia St 79,Fairmont St. 72
•
SOUTH
Alabama 66, Mississippi St. 63
Auburn 83, Kentucky 81
Clemson 65, N.Carolins St. 54
Davidson 56, Appalachian St. 54
Duke 47,Georgia Tech 46
Georgia 87,Florida 73
Jamesilladlaor 55,Campbell41
Louisiana St. 7$, Vanderbilt 70
Louisville 61, Tulane 56
Loyola, Md.U,Baltimore 52
Maryland 61, Wake Forest 56
Mississippi 55, Tennessee 53,OT
Morehouse 70. Clark U
NC-Wilmington 63, N.Carolina A&T 61
NW Louisiana 65,Louisiana Tech 57
Old Dominion $0, Richmond 57
SE Louisiana 70.Southern 19
Virginia 74, N.Carolina $8
Virginia St.84. Longwood 78
W.Georgia 90, Armstrong St.86 MIDWEST
Allegheny 80, John Carroll 71
Bethune-Cookman 82,Stetson 76
Bowling Green 63, W.Michigan 61
Butler 70, Dayton 58
DePau146,St.Joseph,Pa.14,OT
E.Illinois 66, Valparaiso 65
E.Michigan 71, Miami,0.U
Iowa St. 55, Kansas 53
Kansas St. 75, Nebraska 64
Memphis St. at St.Louis, ppd.
Missouri 80,Colorado 51
N.lowa 71, Willinois68

SOUTHWEST
Baylor 511, Texas A&M 55
Houston $3, Texas Tech 80
Oklahoma 75, Oklahoma St 72 '
SW Louisiana IS. Pan American 72
Texas69,S.Methodist 56
Texas Christian 58, Rice 57
Texas Southern 1419, Nicholls St.83
Texas Wesleyan 100, Tarleton St.65
FAR WEST
Lewis-Clark St.65,E.Oregon 57
St.Ma rtin's 94,Seattle Univ.65
Santa Fe 79, E.New Mexico 76

SEC standings
Conference All Games
W L Pct. W L Pet.
9 2 .11617 2 895
Alattama
9 2 818 14 5 737
Tennessee
8 3 727 11 7_611
ISU
7 4 .636 14 5 737
Kentucky
6 5 545 11 8 579
Mississippi
5 6 455 11 8 579
Auburn
4 7 .364 10 0 556
Georgia
4 7 .364 11 8 .579
Vanderbilt
2 9 An 6 13 .314
Miss.St.
1 II .091 4 15 .211
•
Florida
Wednesday's Results
73
Florida
Georgia 8.7,
Mississippi 55, Tennessee 5301
Louisiana St. 78, Vanderbilt 70
Alabama 66, Mississippi St 63
Auburn 83, Kentucky 81

UK box score
KENTUCKY(Ii)
Verderber I 4-46, Hord 11 1-2 23, Turpin 7 0-0 14, Minniefield 0 2-2 2, Master II
7-8 29, Hurt 1 2-24, Heitz 1 1-2 3, Beal 0000.
Totals 32 17-24 81.
AUBURN(83)
Lockhart 56-1 16, Mumphord 2 1-25,
Barkley 6 6-8 18, Daniels 0 2-2 2,
Mosteller 7 8-9 22, Turner 2 2-2 6,
Poindexter 1-1 1, Cahill 3 0-0 6, Henson
1 5-6 7.
Totals 26 31-3113..
Halftin4-4Centucky 34, Auburn 31.
Regulation-611-61. Fouled out-Turpin,
_

WHYSPEND
MORE FOR A
CONSERVATIONIST:
ELECTRIC WATER
HEATER?
To save hundreds of
dollars, that's why.
soiranadhor_loi

Bargain water heaters cost
more to operate because
they're less efficient in the
heating cycle. They're also
less efficient in .retaining
heat And heat loss is dollar's
out of your pocket.
That's not true with a
onservationist". electric
water heater The initial
cost is a few dollarsmore,
yes But they're less
expensive in the long run
because they're far more
energy efficient thanks to
double density insulation
and many other energy
savinWieTFures.
If you want more reasons
why a Conservationist
water heatet should be your
number one choice in water
heaters, call us today

A.O. Smith Conservationist", Water Heaters.
that works
The in

Murray Supply
Company
20R E. Main

753-3361

UL box score

Bill for off-track betting
sees tentative agreement

Pro basketball

'Bowling'

Dallas

13

31

.295

164

I)Southern States

Clean-Up Sales
Girls

Ladies

°Jeans

Wow,

20 cs/ Dresses 81

Sportswear

Off

what a

SALE
Everything
In Show Room

25%

Girls

sale!

Jacketso

Off

Men's Dress

Pants

Off

2
1
/
Price

By Wrangler

(Excluding Dog Food)

All Ladies
Winter Coats,
Dresses, Purses
and Sportswear

Friday Feb. 5,82t
1 Nite Only 6-8 P.M.
Here Are Just A Few Of The
• Many More Items On Sale
*VEGETABLE SEEDS
'WASHERS & DRYERS
*FREEZERS
'ALL HAND TOOLS
*ANIMAL HEALTH AIDS
•WOOD HEATERS
*TRACTOR SPRAYER PARTS
*WOLVERINE WORK SHOES
*GARBAGE CANS
GE SMALL APPLIANCES
'
*WORK GLOVES
*INSULATED COVERALLS

'FENCE CONTROLLERS
'BELTS
'GARDEN CHEMICALS
'PRESSURE SPRAYER
*WATER PUMPS
'GARDEN HOSE
'PAINT & SUPPLIES
'HORSE HALTERS
•TARPS
Plus Many More
You Have To See To Believe

753-1423

Men's
1/2
Sport Shirts &
2
1
/
Sweaters
One Group Of
Men & Boys
1/2

Jogging
Shoes

All Men's
SUITS &
Sport Coats
Men's Fashion

Price

Girls & Boys

Jeans

20% Off

1• 2 Price
/

*CENTURY WELDERS & ACCESSORIES

.Industrial Rd.
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State census figures released

Five plead innocent to drug charges

MEMPHIS,Tem (AP)
— Five men accused of
smuggling 1,145 pounds of
marijuana worth $730,000
into west Tennessee from
Central America have
pleaded innocent to the

William Graypott,er, 31,
and David Prioia, 34, both
of Memphis.
Brown continued for a
week the arraignment for
Robert Pafford, 42, and

drug charges.
U.S. Magistrate Aaron
Brown Jr. accepted the
pleas Wednesday and
continued until Feb.10 the
arraignment of two other
men indicted on the

the plane escaped by taking off in his singleengine aircraft amid a
barrage of bullets.
Christian, a private

Richard Holdman, 31,
both of Memphis, so the
men could hire lawyers.
Only Calhoun and Paf-

ford had failed to make
bond as of early today.
All but Christian were
arrested Jan.17 after
federal narcotics agents,
charges.
Memphis-Shelby County
WednesEntering pleas
day were James Chris- Metro Narcotics officers
tian, 35, of Pompano and Obion County
Beach, Fla.; Ga ry sheriff's deputies intera
Calhoun, 31, of Paducah, rupted the unloading of
Ky.; Gary Arnold, 31, of plane full of marijuana at
Union City. The pilot of
Drummonds, Tenn.; and

by police officers who
raided a house in Mem-

phis. Investigators confiscated six ounces of
marijuana, extensive
pilot, was arrested two .drug sales records and
days later at a Jonesboro, nearly $58,000 in cash. OfArk., motel after a bullet- ficers found 600 pounds of
riddled airplane was pot at another Memphis
•
found at the city's air- house.
Miss Doublin, 25, of
port.
Arnold, Priola and Paf- Memphis was charged
ford were arrested at the with conspiracy to
airport during the raid, possess and distribute
which netted more than marijuana — the same
chal•ge filed against the
500 pounds of marijuana.
Holdman and Calhoun six men — but was not inwere arrested in Milan, dicted with the other
Tenn., two hours after the defendants. She faces a
probable cause hearing in
raid.
Graypotter and Sudie U.S. Magistrate Court.
K. Doublin were arrested next Wednesday.

Retiree's small venture turns into big business
EVANSVILLE,

Ind.
.
— Philip Tzschoppe
(AP)
wasn't planning a major
venture when he got into
the aluminum can recycling business in 1972.
He and his wife of 45
years, Agnes, were just
looking for something to
help pass the time in their
retirement.

But what started out as
a small venture on a tiny
lot in Evansville has
become Tzschoppe Industries with 25 recycling
centers and plans to open
three more. There also
are more than 40 trucks
which service the centers
stretching from Indianapolis to Nashville,

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
2 Orderly list
ACROSS
3 Shoemaker's
1 Rocky
tool
eminence
4 Rupees:
5 Golf mound
Abbr.
8 Covers
12 Ordinances . 5 Walk on
6
Consumes
13 Rodent
7 Greek letter
14 Spoken
8 Preposition
15 Everyone
9 Native metal
16 Flower part
18 Time period 10 Garden of
Eden
19 Exist
11 Hunk of
20 Meadown
cheese
21 Per person:
16 Fruit
Abbr.
17
Conduct
23 Hebrew
20 Falsehoods
month
.24 Waternymph 22 Jolson
25 Decorate
26 Dinner
26 Mournful
course
27 Winged
28 Snake
28 Beverage
29 Evil
29 Prohibit
30 Brim
31 Foottike part
32 Asian land
33 Number
33 Youngster
- 34 Immense
34 Urn
- 35 Transgress 36 Australiarrs
marsupial
36 Range of
knowledge
37 Surfeits
38 Midday
40 Otherwise
41 Dad
43 Scale note
44 Warm
45 Hebrew letter
47 Words on a
menu
49 Become
aware of
51 Title of
felP90
52 Cambridge
students
-55 Assistant
56 Honey
producer
57 Location
DOWN
1 Thick slice

Ammer to Wedaesday'• Punk
CDC UCMG UBOU
OUE CLEM 011200
GCE LUUMMODU
MEMO BUE0
EJE MUD CEOU
CHM UULI LUCUL
CU LEL UM 00
LI3EILM E1E0 EE
MAJOI 0CE UU
DIDEU LOAM
ECECEOUUL COO
CULL MaiU EMU
CUM CUM UCILI
37 Lingo
39 One — us
40 Uncanny
41 South Amencan rodent
42 Turkish
regiment
44 Rabbit's
cousin
45 Liquid

measure
46 Gaelic
48 "Mork —
Mindy"
50 Recede
51 Capuchin
monkey
53 Tellurium
symbol •
54 Exists

business.
Last year, the centers
collected two million
pounds of aluminum
cans. With the Tzschoppes paying about 24 cents
a pound, that translates

California.
"It intrigued me,"
Tzschoppe said, and he
decided to give it a try.
Few people, however,
were willing to go along
with the idea.
He went to Pittsburgh
with a proposi,tion for officials of Alcoa. "They
said, `No way —

into about $480,000.
"It's surprising the
number of people who
pick up these cans and
not just for money either
— they do it to clean the
country," Tzschoppe
said. "Originally, it was
thought to be a kid's
plaything — picking up
scrap --but it's far from

aluminum recycling is
going to be short-lived."
He also failed in his attempts to get beer
distributors in the area to
go along with the plan.
So he decided to build
his own aluminum shredding machine. For the
first year, he had to rely
on cans from Oklahoma

that anymore."

to keep it busy.
Eventually, the idea
caught on — in a big way.
People come in
vehicles of all shapes and
sizes with discarded

Tenn.
The Tzschoppes are not
the only people benefitting from the recycling

The Tzschoppes backed
into the recycling
business. "After a year of
retirement, we couldn't
stand it," said Mrs.
Tzschoppe. "You have to
have something to get up
for."

cans.
"We've had them come
in anything but an
airplane," said Mrs.
The Tzschoppes were Tzschoppe. "We have
partners in a motor oil people bringing cans in
distribution firm and a everything from paper
truck leasing company. sacks to Cadillacs."
For a year after retiring,
Tzschoppe is convinced
they traveled extensive- the recycling business
ly.

Population older, more rural
LOUISVILLE,

tucky's

Ky.
y's
Kentuck
—
LAP)
population grew older
and slightly more. rural
during the 1970s, according to census data
released Wednesday by

population

was

Michael Price, director
of the center's population
research unit, said the
state generally follows
the national pattern.

the University of
Louisville Urban Studies
Center.
Information on the
population, race, age.
marital status and housi,pg of the state's 120 counties was released by the

center

in a 163-page
report based on the 1980
census.
The report also shows
that the percentage of

However, Kentucky
was one of only 11 states
in which the percentage
of residents in rural areas

tuckians lived in rural
areas.
Just seven other states
had a higher percentage
of rural residents.

Overall, the state's
population increased 13.7
percent between 1970 and
1980, well above the na-

years. The number of
Kentuckians under age 20
fell from 38.5 percent to
33.6 percent.
The data also shows
that women are still liv-

Nancy's china survives debut
The 120 •dinner guests
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Nancy "Reagan's new applauded and the first
china set survived its lady laughed.
Mubarak wasn't the onWhite House debut intact.
Nary a $48 cup was ly one with compliments.
The butlers "are
broken.
And despite its $209,000 mighty proud of it,"
price tag — paid with a Scouten said. "They are
donation from the non- thrilled to death. It's
profit Knapp Foundation beautiful."
Vice President George
— there didn't seem to be
called it fine china
Bush
house.
the
in
critic
a
said it was
and
Even the butlers loved
us to criticize
outrageo
it, according to chief
since she aclady
first
the
usher Rex Scouten.
no cost to the
at
it
quired
The 4,372-piece set,
taxpayers.
which the first lady had
"I think she should get
badly
so
was
"badly,
said
credit," he said.
some
needed," was unveiled
Lyn Nofziger, who
at
a
night
ay
Wednesd
recently quit his White
state dinner honoring
House post of political
President Hosni Mubarak
director, said it was
of Egypt.
"about time we had some
It was the first thing he new china here and I
mentioned in his after- don't know what all the
dinner toast.
fuss is about."
The 220-place setting
"Before I start, let me
first congratulate Mrs. service was ordered
Reagan for the new china seven months ago and arwhich very elegant," rived by truck Tuesday in
time to be hand-washed
Mubarak said.

for Wednesday night's
dinner.
The ivory china with a
red and gold border was
the showcase for a dinner
(pf filet of mountain trout
farcie with fleurons,
supreme of chicken with
red peppers and white
rice, green beans amandine, port salut cheese,
watercress and
mushroom salad,
chocolate mousse and
petits fours.
e setting consists of 19 pieces, but only
seven were used Wednesday: service plate, salad
plate, dinner plate, fish
plate, dessert plate,
demitasse cup and
saucer.
The other pieces are:
soup plate, finger bowl
plate, butter plate, tea
cup and saucer, bouillon
cup, cream soup cup and
stand, berry bowl, cereal
bowl, ramekin, and
cocktail cup. In addition,

has a bright future.

`r—

through with poker.
"I don't -want a record
at this late date," said the
retired steelworker from
Buffalo, N.Y. At 63, he
was the youngest of the
men found guilty of
violating Florida's
gambling law. "I'll probably play gin rummy —
but just for fun."
Two Pinellas County
undercover detectives
had gone to a recreation
hall in Largo, the Ranchero Village Mobile
Home Park, on a complaint Nov. 4. While playing pool, she watched the
•
retirees' card game over

•%""C.

their shoulders for
hour.
Assistant , State

.
'
,11/12 UMW Paean,*rater

I WONDER
WHAT'S FOR
Cf-i0W
?

SAME WENT
OVER TO
PHD OUT

1
4

can petition to have their
records wiped clean. He
gave the defendants 30
days probation and
ordered each to pay $75
court costs.
"I'm trying to be
philosophical, but it
hurts," defense lawyer
David Kurland_ said.
"The defendants were
stoic. They paid their
court costs and left."
In Court, Kurland had
argued the misdemeanor
gambling law doesn't
even mention poker by
name. Other forms of
gambling,such as the dog
track, the horse track and
jai alai, are legal in
Florida.
Poker is a game of skill
— not chance — so it
shouldn't even come
under a violation, he said.
Kurland said the card
game was played for
"nickels and dimes" and
was no more than a simple means of afternoon
recreation for retirees too
infirm for more
strenuous activities.

DOT employee killed at home

OKAY, TI-IEN YOU THAT'S
MORE
PAY THREE
DOLLARS AND LIKE IT
I'LL PAN TWO

JuST„~Y.AmySE.,
I HAP A CRAZY IDEA
—I'D FIND' niYOWN
PARENTS,. WHERE
I DON'T KNOW..,

an

Attorney Ron Crider had
the evidence: a deck of
cards, poker chips and
$24 cash seized from the
card table that day.
After a two-day trial,
during which two of the
defendants were
hospitalized, a jury of
four women and two men
deliberated less than an

WE'LL PROBABLY
KNOW IN A
MINUTE

iftt

The study said five
counties — Lyon, Carlisle, Caldwell, Trigg and
Hickman — had median
ages of 35or more.
Of the nearly 2.8 million
Kentuckians aged 15 and
over in 1980, 637,474 were
single, 1,709,038 married,
42,039 separated, 225,081
widowed and 173,258
divorced and not remarried.

longer than men.
Almost 13 percent of all
women in the state are 65
are over, compared with
Widowed females outabout 9.4 percent of all
numbered widowed
males.
The median age for males more than five-tomen is 27.9 years, corn- one, the report said.

ing

MAMA AAA AMMO It was during such "With recycling a
d word, it will
MO= MOO AMME travels they noticed househollike
Elderly violate gambling law
wildfire," he
on
catch
ng
recycli
um
alumin
OM MENEM MOO centers in Arizona and said.
CLEARWATER, Fla.
hour to reach a verdict.
WM WOME WM AM
of
s.
—
Thousand
One of the hospitalized
(AP)
WWII= WOMAN
had
who
ts was in intenpeople
defendan
elderly
taken
be
to
WM. WOO WOO Applications for cheese
little recreation save for sive care with a heart
WOMO WOO WMOO Applications for USDA- available in the office. their card games will be problem and the other
WOO WOE WM.donated surplus cheese Eligibility will be deter-. affected by the gambling had cataractsurgery.
will be accepted Monday, mined from the applica- convictions of eight
Pinellas County Judge
WW1= WOOM
Blackwood
Feb.8, in the Department tions. The county was retirees arrested at a
William
WW
M
WOO
OW WM
for Human Resources of- allocated 2,425 pounds of "nickel-and-dime" poker
withheld adjudication of
MEW OWEN. WM fice, 203 S. 6th St., an of- cheese.
game, says Peter Leck, guilt, which means if the
The office will be open one of the "Largo 8."
WMOWOMMMOWOMO fice spokesman said.
defendants meet the
As for Leck, he's court's conditions they
WO= WOO AMOO Applications are from 8 a.m.to 4:30p.m.

MEXICAN JUMPING' BEANS

only 11,326 of the 35,036
Kentuckians 85 or older
were males.

state.
The median age of Kentuckians rose from 27.5
years old in 1970 to 29.1
years, compared with the
national median age of 30

increased. Census data
shows that in 1980, just
under half of all Ken-

women increased, the
average household size
declined sharply and a
larger percentage of Ken-

pared with 30.4 for
women. In the oldest
group in the 1980 censuS,

tional growth rate of 11.4
percent. Kentucky's 1980
population of 3.66 million
made it the 23rd largest

FRANKFORT, Ky
(AP) - A state employee
was killed at his home,
State Police said, and his
body taken in his own car
to a rural road where the
vehicle was wreekV.
The victim was identified as Ernest G.Amburgey, 34, employed in
the Department of
Transportation's environmental analysis section.
A police information officer, Trooper Glenn
Walton, said Amburgey
apparently was beaten
and shot by an intruder
Wednesday night while
Amburgey was alone at
his home off U.S.127
about 5 miles north of
Frankfort.
The trooper said Am-

I'M SO TEMPTED' TO SO DOWN
THERE„TO LEARN WHAT THEY'RE
14LKW4S ABOUT I BUT I CAN'T
INTERFERE

1M.

burgey then was placed
in his own car which was
driven to the Shadrock
Ferry Road near the Ken-Vicky River and wrecked.
The wreckage was
spotted by a passerby
who notified police of a
possible injury accident.
Walton said Trooper
Terrence Clancy determined the wreck had not
caused the death and a
search of Amburgey's
home indicated that was
the scene of the homicide.
Walton said police had
not established a motive
or made any arrest.
The officer added Amburgey's body was to be
taken to a Frankfort
funeral home and was to
be taken to Louisville today for an autopsy.

60 extra demitasse cups
and. tea cups were
ordered, along with 72
large platters.
According to Sheila
Tate, Mrs. Reagan's
press secretary, the only
other White House china
that was not paid by taxpayers was the Johnson'

service, contributed by
an anonymous donor.
Mrs. Tate made the
following cost comparisons with other White
House china;
FDR — $9,301.20 actual
cost; $74,108 in 1981
dollars.
Truman — $28,271.40
actual cost; $96,100 in
1981 dollars.
Johnson — $80,028.24
actual cost; $195,000 in
1981 dollars.
Reagan — $209,508 actual and 1981 cost.
"I thought it would be
interesting historically,"
Mrs. Tate said of the
comparison.

MIER
2. Notice

2. Notice

Tupperware Party Feb.
8, 1982 404 College Cts.
6:30i5.M. If you have
any questions call 767
4/44 Anita Broadnax.
We are located in the
downtown shopping
center. Open 9-3 Mon.Fri. and 9 noon on Sal.

Jones Produce
305 S. 12th

Curter
Studio
300 Main

3. Card of Thanks

753829$

THE APPLE TREE
SCHOOL provides
quality child care and
educational programs
for ages 2 and older.
Openings for a limited
number of children are
now available. 1503
Stadium View Dr. 7539356.

LEO'S
GOLD-GEMSSILVER
homodiate Jewelry Rem*.
Most jobs 10-20 mimeos.
I. Gleason Realty (Fw)
404 N. 12tle Street. low
Ise prices Si, MI Jewelry
repair.

Glasswork and Mirrors
M & G Complete Glass
Co. has a complete line
of frames and custom
cut mirrors. We do store
front replacement. pic
ture framing and cut
glass table tops. We
custom make gun
show cases
cabinets
and display cases. Also
wininstall auto glass
dow glass and plate
glass. Repair storm
storm doors
windows
and patio door glass. M
& G Glass 816 Coldwater
Rd. 753 0180 or 753 2798

For Sale
Large assortment
of gentling 24 Kt.
gold dipped leafs
36 different styles
$2.95 Each. -

Gold &
Silver Inc.
Olympic Plaza
753-7113

Open 9 a.m.
to 9 p.m.

FOR SALE
Florida vine ripe 811411 sad
slicing tomatoes, picked
Teem* Fob. 2nd, 65 cants
• pound. Me else hese
*mopes, grapefruit, apples
sod °tiler vegetables.

We want to express our
thanks to friends,
neighbors and relatives
during the death of our
Odell
o w earnsd mother g r e
wife
Garland. The food and
flowers were
appreciated. We sincerely .thank the 2nd
floor nurses of Murray Calloway County
Dr. Poole.
Hosrtal
a
The Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. Jessie
Garland and children.

5. Lost and Found
A black Labrador. 5
male.
months old.
Wearing a red collar.
Lost in the Penny-Stella
area. Call 759-1718.
Found: Bifocals on
Glendale. Call 7537229.
Lost: brown Labrador.
Reward offered for
information leading to
return. Chris Miller
753 1294.
Lost in Lynn Grove area
small white male dog
named Sam. Needs
daily medication. If
found call 435-4152 after
5p.m. .
Found one Siamease cat
d a
n
a
big yellow. Call
7594706.

6. Help Wanted
Lady needing home
care for invalid. Room
board pay. 759 1661.
Permament position for
an experienced seamstress 3 to 5 days a
week. Send resume
listing experience and
references to PO Box
Ky.
10400 Murray
42071.
Summer Employment
Super attractive female
first mate for my 40ft.
party boat I entertain
April
business clients
through September. I
require a beautiful
swimsuit attired lady to
serve. refreshments. If
you like the sun boats
with short
and water
hours and good pay
write PO Box 446
Ky 42001 for
Paducah
a personal interview

.•-.111111
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t.Situation Wanted

23. Exterminating

Responsible mother
*anis TO !MOWt babies
and small children. 5
minutes east of town.
759-1692.
Will clean houses. Call
489-2855.

10. Business Opportunity

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

For sale or lease. Park
Terrace Restaurant
Ph... 753-3914
Tn. Call
South Fulton
502-751-8872 after 6p.m.
Open your own retail 24. Miscellaneous
apparel shop. Offer the 200 Amp code, trailer
latest in jeans denims pole. Good shape. $160.
and sportswear. $14 850. Clint Colson 4119-211118.
fixincludes inventory
CUSTOM MADE
etc. Complete AAA
tures
CABINETS
Storel Open in as little
bookcases
as 2 weeks anywhere in
etc.
music centers
U.S.A. (Also infants and
. 436-2566.
children's shop). Call Reasonable
1-800-874-4780. Ask for Air compressors for
sale. Dill Electric.
EXT.31.
Firewood for sale. 48914. Want to Buy
2615 753-3523.
Kero-Sun Heaters.
A used youth bed,
Qmni 15 $147.99
mattress. Call 489 2186.
er $154.99
Want to buy raw furs. Moonlight
Radiant 8 $162.99
mink
Raccoon
10 $209.99
muskrat red and gray Radiant
Radiant 36 $212.99.
fox opossum beaver
Omni
85 $218.99
and coyote. Call 618-342- Omni
105 $247.99. The Direc6316.
tor $254.99. Wallen
We buy standing timber Hardware Paris.
of all types. Highest
SEASONED
prices are paid. Call
FIREWOOD. Mixed
• Edmonson Logging at
hardwoods 18"-24"
235-5648.
235-5748
available. $27.50 a rick
Cadiz
delivered. Call John
Ky.
Boyer at 753-8536.
Salad bar 8ft. formica
and stainless steel
refrigerated with
heated soup kettle. Like
new. Used less than 30
Good nod car soot for
days. 3 Stoelting slush
Infant. Coll 436restaurant
machines
2591.
china. Paris Landing
Country Store Hwy. 119.
Call 901-642-8119.

30 Business Rentals

34. Housesfor Rent

41. Public Sale

Four bedroom brick BOGARD REALTY &
DOVER.
house has 2 baths. Calf AUCT4ON
753-2149 TN. We buy liquidation
753-1893 days
inverntories-of
nights.
farm equip
House for rent on businsses We will sell
NoteKirksey road 5 miles ment.
for you Call
from Murray. Large at auction
yard and garden. Call 615 232-5150.
Paducah 442 1940.
Estate
clean well - 43. Real
Nice
insulated 5 room house.
Electric heat city wa- •
Purdom & Thurman
utiliter. cook stove
Insurance &
t
bath. 4 miles out on
Real Estate
Federal Hwy. Couple.
Southside Coart Sq.
No pets. Deposit and
Merrily, Kentucky
references required.
$140. 753-5593.
753-44S1
2
Three bedrooms
kitchen
bathrooms
with appliances. •
central airFireplace
1 Strout.
conditioning. Walk to
month.
a
$350.
MSU.
-s.r.,
ReattY
Available in February.
Call between 5p.m. and
Offic. Cwit it. Coast
7p.m. 753-3006.
layers from Everywhere
1 1/2
Three bedroom
Reliable Service Since 1900
brick home
bath
1912 Coldwoter Rood
located on apMoney, Kentucky 42011
2 acres
1
proximately 1 /
(502) 753-0116
on 611S. $325. with lease
Anytime
required.
and deposit
JOE L. KENNON
21
Loretta
Call Century
Broker
Jobs Realtors 753-1492.
Licensed Raided
Three bedroom in Almo
Heights. $275. per
month. 753-8411.
FINANCIAL LIFE
SAVER. This beautiful
spacious four bedroom
two bath home can be
HOUSES
purchased with or
FOR RENT
without adjacent lot;
• Duplex is town, pew
with or without rental
00000
carpet & redec
cabin. Take your pick
throeghoot • $160 per
and the owner will
FINANCE IT FOR YOU
month.
at a fantastic rate.
Special features: be'4 Bedroom coontry home
autiful creek and
one mile south of town,
wooded view from relarge let with garde., $300
dwood deck. enormous
per month; hese with opfamily room with
tion to porches. possible to
fireplace two car garqualified buyer.
age' and -much more- at
an unbelievable price!
of
north
home
• 3 Wrests
For more information
town neer Al.,, Rest $1 50
call SPANN REALTY
per month.
ASSOC. now at 753 7724.

Mini •
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
153-4151

32. Apts. For Rent

Attractive 2 bedroom
duplex with fireplace
stove and
and carpet
refrigerator in Panorama Shores. 436-2755.
Extra nice 2 bedroom
duplex. 1003 Northwood
Dr. No pets. 753-0814.
Extra nice 2 bedroom
apartment. $170. On
quiet road 3 miles from
town. 753-8848.
One and 2 bedroom
apartments near downtown Murray. Call 7534109 or 136-2844.
Furnished efficiency
apartment near university. Wall to wall
air condition.
carpet
$75. deposit ,_$.100 per
month. Call 759-4538.
Duplex apartment for
rent. Phone 759-1503.
ONE BLOCK FROM
CAMPUS. $160, a
month. Utilities furnished. 753-0078.
One and two bedroom
apartments for rent
Embassey Apartments
753-3530 753-4331.
One bedroom apartment near MSU. Fur
nished. also water fur
nished. Call 753-3134.
One bedroom kitchenliving room.- furnished.
$150. month: 753-9251
after 5p.m. 753-5414.
One bedroom apart15. Articles for Sale
ment in lake front
25. Business Services
fur
house. KitchenNew Sharp carosel
micro wave oven and HODGES TAX SER- nished. fireplace insert.
cart. $325. Will consider VICE. The Income Tax References and deposit
trading for old pickup. Specialist 1104 Pogue required. Call 436-2484
Ky. Call 759- or 753-7272.
Call 753-0398 after 4p.m.
Murray
One bedroom un
1425.
16. Home Furnishings
furnished or furnished. 'Older 3 bedroom home in
26. TV-Radio
lake sree„...440.c swainLocated near hospital.
30in. Gas range. Call
*V".oad, weed
ding, 4.
759-4756.
after 6p.m. 489-2282.
.able for hardy
hoot,
apart
bedroom
One
Antiques- oak walnut.
outdoor types, $75.41111 per
ment. $80_ per month.
pine furniture. Colmonth.
refrigerator
Stove
lectibles and miscellaa
neous. Open 7 days all
water furnished. Call
• Deposit end ref
year. Across from Paris
Grove.
Lynn
753-7874
required.
Park.
State
Landing
25" color $39.95
CALL SPANN REALTY
One bedroom furnished
Call 901-642-8119.
ASSOCIATES FOR ALL YOUR
apartment. Water fur19" celor, 13" colBeautiful bedroom
nished. Near university
REAL ESTATE NEEDS
twin bedroom
or, 19" BIW
suite,
753-7724
and shopping center.
rebaby bed,
suite
753-3949.
CLAYTON S
guns
• frigerator
Small furnished apar
maple
Three bedroom frame
753-7575
tment. Inquire 100 S.
table and 6 chairs.
unfurnished. Olive St.
13th St.
753-9138 or 753-5292.
Deposit and references
Two bedroom duplex. required. Call 753-9775
Sears 2 manual organ in 27. Mobile Home Sales
No
air.
and
Central heat
a wood cabin-et with
after 5p.m.
rhythm section. This 1968 Baron. Un- pets.- $210. month. $200.
can be seen after 5p.m. furnished. $2500. 474- deposit. Lease required. 36. For Rent or Lease
Call after 5p.m.
at 1008 Sharp St. or call 8838.
Rent orease dark fired
753-0309.
1978 Fleetwood 14x70. 2 753-6699.
base without a
tobacco
furapartbaths
2
bedroom
bedroom
Two
February Savings.
489-2697.
barn.
Stove
or
rent.
for
753-4683
Call
ment
on
nished.
all
Drastic saving
4
• furnished. Call 753-9506 Two horse barns
furniture bedding and 753-1336 after 5p.m.
acres in south Murray.
accessories in the store. Trailers for sale. Call after 6p.m.
after
Check with us bfore you 759-4592.
Two bedroom furnished Call collect
buy. Carraway Furni- Why rent when you can apartment. Water fur- 6:30p.m.554-8.710. .
ture 105 N. 3rd 753-1502.
Wanted: Burley
buy a 2 bedroom. com- nished. $145. 753-3949.
Frigadaire electric pletely furnished used Two bedroom un- tobacco poundage for
range, white. $60.00. Call mobile home for $300. furnished apartment. 1982 crop. Kim Wallis
489-2462.
753-1655.
down and $135. a month. Call 759 1457 after 5p.m.
Wanted: Row crop land.
Large circular chrome Fully hooked up ready
If you plan to rent or
floor lamp with wood to move into. Storage 14. Houses for Rent
tease contact me for
- shed aiid lv antenna
base. $20. 753-8920.
your best agreement.
Like new brown plaid included. Call 753 1879
Kim Wallis 489-2462.
after 5p.m.
sofa-bed. Call 753-2603.
.a
Two sets of coffee tables 28. Mobile Home Rentals
1. A charming 2
and end tables AM-FM
newly
house,
BR
8-track en- 12x60 Mobile home.
stereo
redecorated, nice
tertainment center. Call 759-4592.
lot, out of city.
753-6962 after 5p.m.
12x60 with 2 pull outs on
living room and bay 2. A country home,
19. Farm Equipment
Office Space. Approx.
wind-o-Wt. -New furniture
2 storys with doucentral
carpet
and
400 sq. ft. utilities
1962 Ford 2 ton' dump
ble carport. Lots of
fornished.
1963 Ford 2 ton heat. Shady Oaks. 753
truck
room&
.
M International 5209.
flat
furBR
2
Nice
3.
Desirable 2 bedroom
tractor. 753 6186.
nished mobile
145 mobile home. Small
John Deere 4240
single $85.
home on private
hours. Like new. lift. court.
Case chiesel plow 19ft. couple $95. 753-8216
Only $150.
lot.
37. Livestock-Supplies
_
folding disk. Call 436- after 5p.m.
rental
your
If
4.
beNear Murray. 2
College student needs
2438.
property is a pasture space for horse.
drooms 2 full baths
headach to you? Call 753-3010.
20. Sports Equipment
washer -dryer. Nice
furniture. No
house
to us about Five registered black
Talk
Brand new Browning
pets. 759-1305.
Angus bulls. 8 to 11
management.
BDA 380 double action
o5n.ths old. Call 437
4m36
automatic pistol. Phone Trailers for rent. See
753411111
Dill's
Brandon Dill
753-8297.
Trailer Court.
Hay for sale. Round or
•
square bales. Check our
Two bedroom trailer
22. Musical
tSi AI
RI
prices. Phone 759 1330
near Murray. No pets.
CAR STEREO Pioneer.
A PROPERTY PAANAGETA NT or 753-2817.
Nice. Call 489-2611.
Marantz
Kenwood
per
Mitsubishi. Sanyo. Pro- Two bedroom. $160.
Trailer
fessional intallation. month. Brandi's
Sunset Boulevard Music Court. 753-8411.
Dixieland C-enter TwO bedroom. furnished
all electric mobile
Chestnut St. 753 0113.
home. $125. per month.
$75. security deposit.
Call 753-4808.
Two bedroom trailer.
Itosponsiblo party to
2 mite
1
/
Private lot
home in real good condition located
from Murray. 1125. per
take op payments on
furat 805 N. 18th St. Carpeted, Electric Heat,
month. Water
Me mow piano.
nished. Call Tucker
Range, Refrig., Washer and Dryer, Dining.
T.V. Sales 753-2900 or
Room, Utility room, large carport. Extra
753-4524.
lot and storage area. Must see to aplarge
Why rent when you can
Call Prentice Dunn at Murraypreciate.
com2
a
bedroom
buy
Electric guitar and pletely furnished used
Calloway County Realty: 753-8146 Horne
amplifier- SI50-NOt Sold mobile home for 1300.
753-5725.
seperately. call 753-3293 -down and 1135_ a.month.
after 5p.m.
Fully hooked up ready
Player piano upright. to move into. Storage
0511.
Call 753
'shed and tv antenna
Used upright _piano. Call included. Call 753-1879
after 5p.m.
436 2165 after 5p.m.
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FOR RENT
OR LEASE

Coll 753-0511 .
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CLAYTONS
753-7575

L

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
22S L.P. Miller St.(Auto

Cannielly Csolfto

Specializing In Senior Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Haircut $2.75
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
M
7:30-2:30 • 753-3685

COPY AVAILABLE

31E"X IC3M

M

Ia.44=Nik

Unbelievable Volvo

BV home for $21,500, 3 BR and family
room, lot 150 x 175, large kitchen-dining
room, possession with deed. Electric heat
with wood, located. on Bazzel Cemetery
Rd. Owner financing available to qualified
buyer. Call Louise fraker 753-8146 Home
753-2409.

Murray Calloway County Realty
(502i 153 814E Murray Ky 12011
by A Reeves- Broker

53. Services Offered

CHIMNEY SWEEP1979 Celica St 5 speed. ING: For your safety
power call for free estimate.
Exceptionatty nice Air condition
home is this three steering FM cassette. Answering service. 767
bedroom brick at 1505 1420(. 247-2425.
4786 or 767-4779.
Oak Street. Nice•
Fence sales at Sears
MPG,
1914 Fiat, 35
kitchen den combina
now. Call- Sears 753-2310
tion with ceiling fan
excellent condition.
7511222
for free estimate for
•
•
•
Private living room,
your needs.
large utility room. Bath
6
Chevrolet
5
9
For your lime hauling
1
vanity
double
a
hosts
PRETTY AS
and lime spreadingpickup, excellent conwith lots of built-ins
A PICTURE
white rock gravel and
The ideal
dition.
shower.
plus
Lovely 3 bedroom
coal hauling. Call 753location for family with
'•'
4545 or see Roger
home on 4 plus small children. Asking
Hudson. Located 10
acres. Perfect set- $44 000. Roberts Realty 1972 Ford Pickup,
mites east on Hwy 94.
condition
good
MB,
ting for a country
753-1651.
home, not too far
For sale by owner 1?
1979 Monte Carlo,
3 bedroom
from the city. Pro- story
ROOFING
perty includes a 38 walnut kitc -hen excellent condition.
BUILT-UP & SHINGLES
fireplace
x 56 stock barn, cabinets
References All work
basement, garage. Low
milk barn and a 18x
Free
guaranteed
deep lot near
utilities
38 equipment shed. hospital. Completely 19110 Chevrolet Caprice
Estimates Call 7591859 or 753-6581.
Fenced and cross re modeled 1976. Inside wagon. Diesel
V8
fenced for pasture, must be seen to be power seats
power
plus a variety of appreciated. 12 percent windows cruise tilt
by Sears.
fruit trees. Owner financing available with AM-FM stereo 18 000 Guttering
Sears continuous gutwill consider finan- $10. 000 down. Price is miles one owner. Call ters
installed for your
Call 753-4710 753-1323 or after 4:30
cing. Phone the $42 750.
specifications. Call
5:30p.m.
after
753-5763.
Kopperud Realty
Sears 753-2310 for free
1980 Citation. Nice car. estimate.
Home Team at 753- 47. Motorcycles
753-9400.
1222.
K STUMP REMO125 YZ Yamaha Dirt 1980 Subaru GLF. 2 K &
HOME FOR
VAL. Do you need
Only $395. Town & door
Bike.
AM'
automatic
SALE OR
stumps removed from
Country Yamaha FM
31 000 actual your yard or land
RENT
Murray 753-8978.
es.
mil
cleared of stumps? We
Older home near
175 Can-Am Dirt Bike. $5200. 436-2165.
can remove stumps up
downtown available
Only $695. Town & GOVERNMENT SUR- to 24 inches below the
for immediate ocCountry Yamaha PLUS CARS AND ground,
leaving only
cupancy. Four
Murray 753-8078.
TRUCKS NOW sawdust and chips. Call
bedrooms, living
1970 Honda 350 CC AVAILABLE through for free estimates. Bob
room, dining ropm,
motorcycle. 5000 BTU local sales. under $300. Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
window air conditioner. Call 1-714-569-0241 for Kemp Jr 435-4319.
kitchen, and full
Priced reasonable. Call YOur directory on how to Let us build your home
basement with
purchase. Open 24 on your lot. No down
workshop. 759-1560.
hours
Stored
10 percent
to
believe.
See
payment
Available for pur1973 Honda 125. 400
annual percentage rate.
chase, lease-option,
For more details call
actual miles. Also 1976
or rent. Phone 753Honda 175. 436-2418
Bob. 436-5588.
d
1222, Kopperu
anytime.
Need work on your
Realty for full
pruntrees? Topping.
48. Auto Services
details.
ing. shaping complete
Hwy. 121 South
removal and more. Call
Assortment of used
B OVER'S TREE
Murray, Ky.
Volkswagon parts. Call
44. Lots for Sale
for Proafter 12 : 00 noon
New and Used Auto SERVICE tree
care.
fessional
For sale 4 acres with 435-4387.
Ports, Batteries, 753-8536.
barns. Call 753-6136.
Corers,

OPPERIJD

753-7113

KEY
AUTO PARTS

49. Used Cars

46. Homes for Sale

PRICE
REDUCED
On this attractively
remodeled 3
bedroom home.
Central gas furnace
very economical
utilities, good location on quiet street.
Now offered at only
$28,500. Home is vacant and ready for
immediate occupancy. Owner
transferred and
must sell. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty.
Extra nice 2
bedroom, unfurnished duplex in
Westwood Subd.
With fireplace, patio,
stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher, disposal
and washer-dryer
hook-up. $265. month
plus deposit. Kop
perud Realty 7531222

3 bedroom brick house.
2
Carpet throughout.
large living
baths
room and den. 2 car
garage with large storage room. Call 489-2145
or 753-2493.
A very nice house near
university. Lots of
carpet
closet space.
throughout, large living
room.. -dining room
utility room
kitchen
and bath. Closed in
patio in the
garage
back with or without
furniture. Price is right.
Must sell. Give us a call
759-4702.
Brick duplex near university. One-third
balance $533.22
down
month. No closing. cost.
759-1074 753-2649.
Excellent investment
1 block unproperty
iversity. Electric heat,
super insulated. 7535791 759-1074 753-2649.

Less than five miles
from Murray near
Southwest Elementary
School is where you will
find this three bedroom
brick on one and a half
acres of land. Lots of
extras including one
and a half baths;
carpet; double paved
drive and carport; out
side storage; new septic
lines and field tile. It's a
dream come true!
Priced at $51. 000. but
offers are welcome!
Roberts Realty 753-1651

1

49. Used Cars

41. Homesfor Sale

43. Real Estate

NEAT AND
NEFTY WITH
A PRICE
That's thrifty - That
2 acre
/
is this 21
mini-farm - Room
for your horses Wooded lot provides setting for
this three bedroom,
bath manufactured home with
central heat and air
- Only $17,500 Owner says,"Sell".
Dial 753-1492 - We'll
help you with financing.
COMMERCIAL
INCOME
PROPERTY
u-I-E
building - four offices - 2400 square
feet - could be used
as car clean-up
shop - also has living quarters - It's
good business to
talk to us at 7531492.

Tii;IIU.
lilt-Ill IOBS, ltAklUkSH

1971 Volvo. 4 cylinder 1
air condition.
door
759-4645.
1972 Royale Oldsmobile.
$800. or best offer by
end of week. 753-6308.
1974 Grand Torino. New
new breaking
radials
system $1100. Excellent condition. 753-4655.
1975 Cadillac Coupe
low
Deville. 2 door
white on red.
mileage
One owner extra clean.
Call 753-2529 after 5p.m.
1977 bright yellow
Camero. Automatic 350
power
-4 barrel,
brakes.
power steering. 753-6962
after 5p.m.
1978 Cougar Mercury
X R-7. Fully loaded.
$3650. Call 759-1465.
1978 Ford LTD II. Call
489-2348.1979 Caprice Classic
station wagon. Cruise,
power door
tiff wheel
locks, rear defogger
power and air. 435-4574.

Tires, Wheel
Auto Accessories.

•
hieing

753-5500
50. Used Trucks
19-79 F-100 Explorer
Straight shift 302 V-8
one owner low mileage.
$4250. Call 753-0159 after
5p.m.
1980 Jeep Laredo. V-8.
17 000 miles.
4-speed
Minor damage on left
side. No parts needed.
S5250.-382-2832 anytime.
1980 Mazda pickup
truck, 30 000 miles.
753 7611 or 753-0371.

53. Services Offered
ALCOA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl siding
and trim. Aluminum
trim for brick houses.
Jack Glover 753-1.873.
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free estimates call 753-2310.

Cs.

castes trim work.
tottreoces. Call Rill El
Bailey, /53-0619.
Sammy Tidwell Paint
ing Con-tractor. Experienced interior and
exterior painting. Free
estimates. Call 753-4686
or 753-0487.
Will sharpen hand saws
chain saws and skill
saws Calt 753-4656:

55. Feed and Seed
Fesque hay
Call 4892158.

for

sale.

57. Wanted
Wanted for year round
retirement. 40 or more
2 wooded with
1
acres 1 /
house or building spot.
Like to fish. Must be
reasonable. Robert
Willstead Rt. 2 Dixon
61021."

Make Money By Saving!
1. How can you make money?
items that are
Ans. You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded
gathering dust in your basement,attic and garage and putting them up for sale.
2. How car you save money?
ANS. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
ad department of the Ledger & Times is having during the month of February to sell all those items
--you have gathered together._
3. How good a business person are you?
your business advertising on the
Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running
Every fourth day your classified
Feb.
of
month
the
Classified Pages of the Ledger & Times during
every fourth
ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad
a regular
are
you
If
discounts.
usual
the
all
receive
you
and
usual
day. Prices remain the same as
ou will
customer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for February
sale.
this
from
benefits
automatically receive the
4. What are the details of this sale?
Ans. The sale is open to everyone:

The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:

Ads must run three consecutive days.
No changes will be made in copy.
Paid days will run first.
No rebat.3will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.

No. Days
Paid
3
6
9

No. Days
Free
1
2
3

Total
Days Run
4

S. What do you gain from this sale
Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY There is no way

12

you (an lose if you sell the item you advertise. You save
the advantage of advertising in the most well read
gain
and
adventsing
business
your
on
money
you can SAYe is determined only by the amount
money
section of the newspaper. The amount of
do
to
decide
you
advertising
of

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Call 753 1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.
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Jane Fonda changes criteria for choosing films

Mrs. Hooper dies; rites slated
Services for Mrs. Verna Ann Hooper will be
Friday at 2 p.m. at
Church of Christ, Ridgely, Tenn. Don Johnson
and Steve Buck will officiate.
Burial will follow in the
New Haven Cemetery,
Ridgely.
Friends may call at
Dyersburg Funeral
Home,Ridgely Chapel.
Mrs. Hooper, 90, died
Wednesday at Parkview
Hospital, Dyersburg. She
was the widow of Wiley

NEW YORK (AP) —
"Movies should help people confront reality, not
escape from it," says
Jane Fbnda,"and that's
the criteria with which I
now choose my films."
In the Hollywood
system of making movies
that make money, "confronting reality" used to
translate into "message
movies" and that often
was met with the old
adage, "If you want to
send a message, use
Western Union."
But, Jane Fonda's production company, I.P.C.
Pictures, run by her producer partner Bruce
Gilbert, has tried to prove
that realistic movies with
a message can turn a
mighty fine profit, too.
I.P.C.'s first three
films, "Coming Home,"
which dealt with the Vietnam War, "The China
Syndrome," about the

Hooper.
Born Jan. 23, 1892, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Prince Holt arid Oda
Lee Stephenson Holt.
She is survived by a
daughter, Zula Callens,
Ridgely; a son, John
Hooper, Hornbeak,
Tenn.; a sister, Bea
Sperl, Duarte, Calif.; a
brother, Willie Holt,
Paducah.
Also surviving are four
grandchildren and six
great grandchildren.

Mrs. Cook's rites today in chapel
Services for Mrs. Estle
Cook were today at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of McEvoy
Funeral Home, Paris,
Tenn. The Rev. Willard
Watson, Mayfield, and
the Re. Earl Johnston,
Paducah,officiated.
Burial was in the
Puryear City Cemetery.
Mrs. Cook, 65, 106 Erwin St., Mayfield, died
Monday at Methodist
Hospital, Memphis. Born
April 5, 1916, in ,Calloway
County, she was the
daughter of the late Carroll Franklin Key and
Moyna Thompson Key.
She was a member of
Christian United
Methodist Church,

Mayfield. •
Survivors include her
husband, the Rev. Hallie
Cook, to whom she was
married March 21, 1937;
a daughter, Peggy McCree, Paris; a grandson,
Steve McCree.
Also surviving are four
sisters, Myrtle Rose Hill,
Paris, Sadie Cooper and
Jennie Sykes, Puryear,
Tenn., and Lorene Smith,
Memphis.
Preceding her in death
were a daughter, Barbara Ann, Nov. 2, 1938,
and two brothers, Boyce
Edgar (Johnny) Key,
Jan. 14, 1973, and Rudy
Walton Key, April 6, 1981.

HEBRON, Ky.(AP) —
The once militant, striking air traffic controllers
at Greater Cincinnati International Airport have
adopted a penitent attitude. .
They want their jobs
back, and to appease a
government review
board, they are ready to
repudiate their former
PATCO leaders and admit their walkout was
misguided.
"We definitely did not
have all the facts," said
Jeff McCane, a Middletown, Ohio, native who
worked in the GCI tower
111
/
2 years. "Knowing
what we know now, we
never would have done
it."
McCane, 3 4 , of
Florence, Ky., said
Robert Poli, former
president of the Professional Air Traffic Controllers Organization,
deceived union members
and enticed them to
strike, even though they
had pledged not to walk
out and President
Reagan had said he

Tina Austin, 20, both of
Austin.
Their bodies, bound
together, were found burning off Interstate 64,
near Lexington.
Judge James Gilliece
had set a competency
hearing today after
ordering a psychiatric examination.
Kenton Commonwealth
Attorney Frank Trusty II
had said he would seek
the death penalty at the
hearing.

Thoroughbred dies at age 30
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Nashua, one of
the great thoroughbreds
of the 1950s,is dead at 30.
The popular stallion,
whose duels with Swamps
were the talk of racing,
was humanely destroyed
Wednesday outside his
stall in "Nashua Motel."
He was suffering from
complications resulting
from old age.
"It's probably like losing a member of the family," said Spendthrift Vice
President Arnold
Kirkpatrick.
Nashua, whose syndication by Leslie Combs
II was the first milliondollar deal in racing
history, helped develop
the farm into one of the
world's top breeding
establishments.
Kirkpatrick said the
farm had planned to continue breeding Nashua
this season, but two
weeks ago the decision
was made to pension the
horse when his health
began to fail.
"We've been agonizing
over it for about two
weeks," Kirkpatrick
said. "We've been keeping him as comfortable as
we could. But there
comes a time when sustaining that life becomes
contrary to the laws of
nature and what's best
for them."
Kirkpatrick said the
decision to end Nashua's
life was made Wednesday
morning. The horse was
buried later at the front of
the barn named for him.
Kirkpatrick said the farm
plans to commission a
bronze sculpture to be
placed on a headstone
over the grave.
"That horse virtually
made Spendthrift
Farm," Kirkpatrick said.
"He pqt the farm on the
map. We've got horses
who've been more successful as stallions, but I
don't think any horse
meant more to us."
Nashua earned
$1,102,865 in three years
of racing in the mid-1950s.
He lost the Kentucky Derby to Swaps in 1955 but
turned around and won
the. Preakness and Belmont. The loss of the Derby to Swaps prompted the
famous match race later
that summer at

Washington Park in
Chicago.
Nashua, away in front,
/
2
won the race by 61
lengths. However, some
of Swaps' backers
pointed out that one of his
feet had become inflamed
the day before the race.
A syndicate headed by
Combs bought Nashua for
an unprecedented
$1,251,200.
Among his produce
were Shuvee, champion
handicap mare; Producer,a championfilly in_
France; and Beldale
Ball, the only Americanbred horse to win the
Melbourne Cup. He got
more than 85 stakes winners, and his offspring
earned more than $16
million_
•
Nashua was still being
bred last year at 29.

seems so natural. Watching him work, I realized the tremendous on.
conscious technique he
has. It transcends acting.
It's very pure.
"I also learned how to
be humble," she adds.
"Dad doesn't behave like
a movie star on the set.
He never makes any
demands. He waits in line
for his food like anyone
else. He knows his lines.
He's on time. It was a
lesson to watch."
Whereas "On Golden
Pond" was a labor of
love, Ms. Fonda's other
current film, "Rollover,"
about America's
dependency on Arab
petro-dollars, was
motivated by a different
kind of anxiety.
"With 'Rollover,' I
wanted people to be deeply disturbed," she says.
"It's a.cautionary movie.
I would hope it would
stagger and grip the

throat of everyone in this
country that cherishes
the etincept of
democracy."
While making
"Rollover," Ms. Fonda
managed to find time to
write her first book,
"Jane Fonda's Workout
Book."
"It's a philosophy of
health," she notes, "sort
of an autobiographical
journey of one person's
body."
She says most other
health books never include a vital component
to healthy living, the relationship to the environment.
"You can eat well, and
excercise every day,take
vitamins and feel just
great," she says,"but it's
empty, hollow selfrighteousness unless the
air we breath, the water
we drink, the food we eat
and the place we work is
also healthful. That will

Stock market
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send our FTD

would fire them if they
did.
"We were told all we
had to do was walk out
the door and PATCO
would take care of
everything," McCane
said. "PATCO said the
system would fall apart
and that the airlines
would support us." _
Dennis Holober, a
Miami, Fla., attorney
whose firm is representing 22 former GCI controllers and more than
250 in other cities, said
PATCO promised the
controllers a team of

lawyers but gave union
members bad legal advice.
Holober said the union
president's advice was so
bad that, "If Poli had
toeen a lawyer, he would
have had his license
lifted.
-They (controllers)
were told that the strike
wasn't illegal. They were
told that they would not
lose their jobs. The union
had such a mental hold on
them, it was able to con-

"My problem," says
Ms. Fonda, "was not
knowing what my dream
was. Once I knew what
my dream was, I could
afford to follow it."

COMPUTER JOB
PLACEMENT
PALO ALTO, Calif.
(AP) — A computerized
career placement
registry is helping get
jobs for graduates from
more than 1,400 colleges
and universities, reports
a computer information
journal.
According to MIS
Week, the data service
has stored information
from each student on
schools, degree granted,
major and minor areas of
study, career and
geographical preference,
language proficiency and
special skills.

.2
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McCane said it has
been difficult not work=
ing.
"Until December, I
was waiting, hoping the
government would
relent," he said. "I worked for a while at a truck
stop pumping diesel fuel.
But as far as another job
is concerned, it would be
foolish; I don't know
anything else — it's all
I've ever done."
Lloyd York, 33, Cincinnati, said he went back to

college because of the difficulty he and other
former controllers had
finding jobs.
"Prospective
employers either think
you're a criminal or
you're going back to work
with the FAA,so you lose
either way," York said.
"Besides, it was my life;
I loved it."
Holober said he also
represents one fired controller in Lexington, Ky.,
and three at Indianapolis.
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DISCOUNT
PHARMACY
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Hog market
Federal-Slate Market News Service
February 4, 1962
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Sta how
Receipts . Act. 304 Est 0300 Barrows & Gills
1.75-2.25 higher Sows steady 100 higher
US 1-2 200-240 lbs.
052.00-5210
mate 53.00
US 2 200-25.
.05175-12.20
US 2-3 751-270 lbs
050.7541.75
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
141.00-43.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
142.00-45.110
US 1-3 450-500 lbs..
045.00-41.01
146 00-50.011
US 14510450 lbs
some 50 50
041.00-42.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
&art 31'00-33 00

vince them that Mr.
Reagan was not telling
them the truth."
Holober said when the
Merit System Protection
Board holds hearings in
Atlanta for fired GCI controllers, the strikers will
be asked to be reinstated
on grounds that their
union coerced them into
walking out.
"These guys made a
mistake; all the guys
made a mistake,"
Holober said.
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Discount
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Strong Medicine
Coughs
With Congestion

Novahistine
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Valentine's Day
is Sunday,
February 14.

16 $419

Limit One

Packets

You're sure to
capture her
heart with
the romantic
fresh flowers,
Heart Stick Pin, and
exclusive FTD Gloss
Heart Dish that make
up our FTD HEARTS &
FLOWERSTM Bouquet.
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Its romantic.
And says all the
things you've
been meaning
-2-Tro-soy.--So-c-o-Iforisit us today Because
every Valentine
deserves flowers.
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FLOWERS

705 S 4th ST
MURRAY KENTUCKY 42071
PHONE 753-4320
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10 Suppositories $2"
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zap you even if
everything else is right."
Although she was born
in New York City, Ms.
Fonda spent her early
years in California with
her younger brother
Peter. When she was 10,
the family returned to
New York where her
father was to star in "Mr.
Roberts" on Broadway.
She made her acting
debut in summer stock
theater after high school.
After two years at
Vassar, she traveled to
Paris to study painting,
then came back to New
York. Her curiosity about
performing was reignited when she joined
Lee Strasberg's Actors'
Studio.

Former striking air traffic controllers wantjobs back

Inmate hangs himself in cell
COVINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — The body of
Gerald L. Peck, 31, who
was scheduled for a mental hearing today after
pleading guilty to two
murders, was found
hanging in his cell at the
Kenton County Jail late
Wednesday night.
Peck, .who was extradited from New
Orleans, La., pleaded
guilty Tuesday to the
April 15, 1981 slayings of
Mark Archer, 24, and

safety of nuclear plants, death."
Although there were
and "Nine to Five,"
about sex discrimination - several -differences betin the office, have all ween .the characters in
been substantial the film and in real life,
moneymakers.
there was enough
I.P.C.'s latest releases, similarity in the emotions
"Rollover" and "Orr to gave the film what
Golden Pond," are doing 'director Mark Rydell
called a "magical" qualirespectable business.
According to Ms. Fon- ty. •
da, "On Golden Pond" is
"Jane wanted to use
a gift to her ailing father, the film, as a way to
actor Henry Fonda, who engage her, father with
has been hospitalized, whom she felt some
unable to attend the distance," says Rydell.
premiere of the first film ''The tensions of 40 years
he ever made with his of alienation caused so
daughter.
much anxiety in Jane
"I was very nervpus that she would throw up
about working with my before some of the
father," says Ms. Fonda. scenes."
"I wanted so much to be
For the 44-year-old acup to his expectations.
tress, it was also an op"Watching myself was portunity to learn
was something from her
funny," she adds.
like I hadn't forked for 23 father about the acting
years, didn't have two craft.
Academy Awards. I was
-Sometimes my dad
just an apprentice ac- doesn't look like he's actress who was scared to ting." she recalls. "He

ih.

